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Collective marketing for small-scale farmers
Introduction
Farmers in Uganda grow crops, catch fish, or keep farm animals but they consume almost
everything they produce. They may be able to produce only tiny surpluses to sell in the
local market or to exchange for tools, medicines, or other essentials.
Other farmers are capable of producing surpluses but find it difficult to transport them
to a market or a roadside stall. Most farmers produce small quantities fur sale but find
that the local trader is only prepared to pay low prices for their goods compared with the
wholesale price. As individual farmers they have little bargaining power with traders and
most often accept almost any price offered.
Large-scale farmers do not have these problems. They can produce large quantities of
each crop of a consistent quality standard. For this reason they have no difficulty in auracting buyers and will receive the true market price for their ourpUt.
The only way small-scale farmers can compere with these large farms is to cooperate
with each other to form an association or farmers marketing group. For example, if 50
farmers are able to offer for sale their combined ourput and talre steps to malre sure that
it is of a standard quality, they will be able to market their goods as successfully as a largescale farmer.
Not long ago, most agriculrural markets were controlled through state-operated marketing boards which fixed prices for surplus production. For that reason, there was no strong
incentive fur farmers to work together to sell their goods. Now that marketing activity is
almost entirely in the hands of private traders, farmers are obliged to malre complicated
marketing decisions for themselves.
Some farmers in Africa are already adopting these collective marketing strategies and
receiving the benefit of higher prices for their ourput. Many governments and agriculrural
development agencies are encouraging this type ofactivity but farmers need to be informed
about the benefits of cooperation and how they go about setting up such systems. This will
require farmers to acquire new skills and to develop closer relationships with their fellow
farmers.
Service providers should understand that the process of establishing farmers' associations which market their produce collectively may talre many years. Educating farmers to
understand how markets work, how they can earn more money by collective action, and
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how they can put these ideas into practice may require the organisation of many group
meetings, training sessions, marketing studies, and opinion surveys.
Not all furmers are willing or able to form marketing associations. Service providers
(SPS) should spend some time evaluating and deciding which groups would benefit most
from forming an association and concentrating their efforts on those groups. This manual
should help them make this choice.
Once a group has been chosen, the SP should adopt a step-by-step approach to ensure
that the furmers know why they are carrying our each task. Farmers need to be motivated
to form an association and they should know what benefits can accrue and what difficulties
they may incur.

Assumptions
This manual makes the assumption that the members of staff of SPs working with furmers
on these projects are furoiliar with concepts such as competitive markets, the effecr of supply
and demand on prices, trading costs, and the importance of market information. They
should also have the skills to pass on such information, including fluency in the language
spoken by the group, a full knowledge of their culture, and ability to use participatory
training techniques.
It is also assumed that the aim of these SP projects is to empower furmer groups to
enable them to organize themselves. It should not be to carry out all the functions of
collective marketing on behalf of the furmers or to make demands of them without their
full agreement and participation.
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Background
Why small-scale farmers should market their products collectively
Improving economies of scale
Most Ugandan farmers work comparatively small plots of land and cannot. therefore,
produce large volumes of surplus goods for sale. Their inability to produce larger volumes
of crops means that they receive much lower prices from traders who would pay for bigger
quantities. This is understandable because the traders who buy these small quantities have
to bear the cost of sorting and grading each parcel in order to match it with parcels of
similar quality goods. They may also have to weigh and fe-pack the product and transport
it to another market. Small-scale farmers need to improve, what economists call {heir
economies of scale.
The obvious answer is for groups of farmers to gather their produce together and
market them collectively. Each individual farmer may only produce one bag of maize but
if 100 farmers gather together all their bags of maize in one location there will be enough
to make it possible to hire a truck and sell the hundred bags at the higher bulk price. This
can only be done, of course. if the farmers take on the responsibility of sorting and grading
an the bags into one or a few batches which have the same quality. This will be more easily
accomplished if farmers agree to plant the same variety of crop. sow it at the same rime,
and adopt the same growing, harvesting, and postharvest techniques.
The most successful strategies for collective marketing include cooperation with the
task of selling the good" and a high dt.'gree of collective activity right through the farming
process.
Improving economies of scale implies a division oflabor to make the whole operation
more efficient. If a group of farmers decide to adopt this strategy. a small group of trusted
individuals belonging to the group need to take the responsibility for selling the goods,
keeping accurate records. dividing the proceeds among the individual members of the group,
and organizing production and collection.
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Bulking 'quality" goods for sale to a recognized buyer
In Uganda, most farmets sell their maize as individuals to local village tmders, when they
need cash. The majority ofthe maize is normally sold immediately after harvest, in heaps or
bags. Just after harvest, the maize is typically high in moisture content, is not size graded, and
can contain insects and foreign matter. /;$ the buyer is dealing with a low quality product
at low volume, the price is generally also low compared with the prevailing prices for maize
in the main wholesale markets. The sale of small amounts of low quality product means
that farmets have vety little bargaining power.
How can service providers assist farmers groups?
Farmets can however, improve their lot if they adopt some simple techniques. In Rakai,
an organisation called Community Enterprise Development Organisation (CEDO) works
with fumers to facilitate collective marketing. Farmers work together in groups of between
10 and 100 particularly for the sale of their produce. Farmers working with CEDO have
found that when they sell their crops, such as maize or beans, as lots of 1-10 tonnes to
known traders, (Fig.l)they generally receive about 10-15% more income than when they
sell to the local trader. When fumers are selling together, they make sure the produce is of
the same standard and any poot quality produce is rejected and srones are removed. The
difference in price that the farmers groups receive from selling larger amounts together,
more than pays for sotting that the produce before the sale.

Figure 1. The benefits of selling in bulk.
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What does this mean for the farmers?
For Moses Balikova, President of the Nakasenyi Adult Learners Group
(NALG), based in Jinja disuict, the new initiative from World Food Program (WFP), means that the group can start ro shifr into a significandy more
commercial approach. In the last season of2003, the NALG group supplied 100 tonnes to
WFP at a price ofUS$185Itonne. The price for ungraded, unfumigated maize being sold
to local traders at that time was US$lOOltonne. The group clearly incurs additional costs
for cleaning, sorting, and packaging the grain, costing US$5-7Itonne. The COSt of fumigation was approximately US$3/tonne. In this case the group is making US$50ftonne more
than in the local market which is a 50% gain. The group has both invested and received a
graot from a local nongovernmental organization to assist with drying and grading their
products and hopes to sell at least 200 tonnes to WFP in the next season.
See Appendix 1 for case srudy and local purchase agreements with the World Food
Program.
Lowering transaction costs
Bulking up small parcels of produce into trucldoads of goods offers rumers the possibility of
selling their goods outside their immediate location. Traders want to make as large a profit
as possible. If furmers have access ro vety few traders and they do not know the true market
price,

they are at a disadvantage. In some countries traders will sometimes collaborate or

collude to offer the same low price to local furmers. If rumers have a large stock of goods
to sell, they can hire transpOrt by themselves and they can uavel to more distant markets
to find traders who pay herter prices than local traders (Fig. 2).

e

~'::lt.v./;.r.z.-

Figure 2. Farmers achieving economics of scale through group marketing.
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Iffarmers are able to cut out the middle man by ttading with a latger-scale ttadet based
in a latge town. tather than selling to a smaIl. local ttader. then some of these local ttaders may go out of business. If there are fewer ttaders acting as intetmediaries between the
rumer and the consumer. the rumer and the consumer will benefit because it will lower
ttansaction costs. This is because each tetnaining ttader will have more business and will
also be able to increase their economies of scale. If ttaders have lower costs. they can pay

more to farmers and sell at a lower cost to conswners.

Increasing quality control
If a group of rumers can bring their produce together. they may be able to improve
and harmonize the quality of each product. This can first be done by sorring the deliveries
&om each smaIl rum into heaps or bundles ofa similar quality. Ideally, of course. the group
should work towards getting each rumer to produce crops of the same quality, delivered at
the same time. but this will require a high degree of coordination.
Once similar quality goods are gathered together it may be possible to improve the
overall quality by drying. sieving. or hand-picking to reduce the admixrure content (picking
out stones. weeds. etc.). It may then be possible to test the quality (moisture content, grain
size. etc.) using simple equipment. This will allow the rumers to offer a standard grade of
produce to the ttadet. Once the produce is graded it can be weighed using standard weights
and packed into standard bags or bundles. (This step may not be necessary in some local
markets where standard packing is not used.)
Once the group gets a reputation for producing consistent standard grades in bundles
or bags of accurate weight.latger ttaders will be more willing to buy from the group and
pay higher prices as this saves the ttader doing all this work themselves. Care must be raken.
however. to mainrain this type of quality control from season to season to avoid losing this
high reputation.

Difference in price of poor and average quality maize
In the second season of 2003. there was a latge difference between the grain &om the old
crop and that from the new crop. The difference was due to moisture content. The old
maize had a moisture content of 12%. which is ideal for milling. whereas the new maize
had up to 18% moisture and was therefure too wet to mill into flour.
Date of transaction: 15/11/03
Price of export quality maize
Price of good quality maize
Price of poor quality maize
Price of beans (good qualitydry)
Price ofbeans (fuir quality)

US$/kg
258 Uganda Shillings/kg
250 Uganda Shillings/kg
500 Uganda Shillings/kg
450 Uganda Shillings/kg

Exchange tate

2000 Uganda ShillingslUS$
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Cearly, there are larger differences for quality grades on the market, and there is a considerable discount for product that is not of an acceptable tradable quality.

Incentive to increase production
Many rumers in Uganda do not use all their available land for production. This may be
due to scarcity of lahor' or the cost of the necessary inputs.
It may also be that they find it difficult to sell their surplus crops. Collective marketing
should increase the furmezs' incentive to use more of their land and produce larger surpluses
which will make their furms more productive and further increase the rumers' income.

Improving access to credit
Collective activity can also help rumers to obtain credit. They may be able to borrow money
to buy inputs and improve their furm which, in rum, can increase their income.
Some furmers borrow money from traders but the traders usually charge high interest
rates. If furmers borrow from an established bank the rate of interest may not be so high
and the furmer's bargaining relationship with the trader will be strengthened.
Banks will not lend money unless the value of the loan can be covered by the value of
the assets of the person seeking the loan. In other words, if the loan is not repaid, the bank
can recover the money by seizing these assets. Most African rumers have vety few assets
and so they are not eligible for credit.
Banks are much more likely to lend money to groups of furmers. The total assets of
the group may be enough to cover the loan and a binding agreement between the bank
and a group of rumers is seen as assurance that any loans will be repaid. In addition, small
loans made to many people are much more expensive to administrate by the bank than a
larger loan made ro a consortium of furmers. This makes large loans more attractive to the
bank. Banks would be encouraged ro give this kind of loan if the rumers' group can make
savings of their own in a secure credit union or savings scheme. Sevetal aid agencies now
assist rumers in need of credit by offering matching loans and administrative support and
training but, again, this help only goes to properly constituted groups of borrowers.
Many Ugandan furmers do not trust banks. They prefer to keep their savings in the form
of livestock. It will be vety difficult to convince a bankor other credit providers that cattle or
goats can be used as collateral for loans. If rumers wish to continue keeping their savings in
the form oflivestock. it may be possible to persuade them to buy donlteys or other draught
animals which could help them work their rum and provide a means of transport.

Obtaining communal equipment and services
An increase in income, access to credit, and the pooling ofeffort can help rumers to improve
their furms. It is much cheaper and easier for government and development agencies to
organize training and agriculrutal extension services for groups of furmers rather than for

INRI baseline study
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individual limners. Even ifall limners find it difficult to attend training sessions, individuals
from the group can pass on advice and training to their fellow group members.
Groups of farmers can also construct communally owned storage fucilities. Iflimners can
store their products they can improve their marketing performance. Many small roads and
farm tracks cannot be used by large ttucks but communal storage fucilities can be erected
at access points on roads making it possible for farmers to collect products from group
members into lorry-load quantities. Sorting, grading, weigbing, and packing fucilities can
also be established at these sites.
Some of the increased revenue derived from bulk sales could also be invested in forms
of rranspon which can be used even over rough farm tracks-pack-animals, animal-<lrawn
cans, and pick-up trucks could be used to collect produce from surrounding farms for
delivery to communal storage sites. The use of a communally owned weighing machine
or scales will not only help limners to keep proper records but will also enhance the price
of the goods to be sold as it saves the trader from carrying out this task. Accurate weighing also avoids suspicion between buyers and sellers. A weighing scale can be purchased in
Uganda for about US$10-15.
Farm inputs could also be purchased collectively. It is usually much cheaper to buy tools,
seeds, and farm chemicals in bulk. The purchasing power of groups of farmers wi!! also
enable them to drive a harder bargain with input suppliers, thus lowering farming costs.
A group of farmers may also be able to purchase a mobile or land-line telephone
(Fig. 3). Telephones can be used to contact potential customers, traders, and market information providers, and suppliers in distant parts of the COUntry or region. They make it possible

,• .A&m ltinE HO
TRADlUG- (ON.PAA'Y

Figure 3. USing mobile phone as a tool for trade and social networking.
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ror isolated groups of funners to negotiate sales ttansactious, learn about prices and market
couditions in more distant places, and identiljr the cheapest and most appropriate sources of
input supplies.

Sodal advantages
Some &nners have misconceptions about collective activity. They are suspicious ofhieratchical systems and may think that collaborative acti\1ty of this kind will be run by a small
clique of people over whom they have no control and with whom they may have conflicting
interesrs. Many effurts made to bring &nners together in the past have become corrupt or
become contrOlled by self-seeking or inefficient managers. It is important, therefute, from
the outset, to establish a proper constitution governing the activities of the group based
on democratic lines (See page 26). Any constitution should make sure that the group bas
no control over the assers of individual &nners nor should any &nner be prevented from
leaving the group if they wish.
The adoption of democratic decision-making systems to organize collective marketing can strengthen communities considerably. Although the purpose of such systems is ro
increase revenue from f.mning activity, many groups have also round that collective activity
strengthens social coherence and trust within the group. Neighbors with problems can be
assisted more easily within a group and social improvemenrs can be prioritized.
In addition, groups of &nners are likely to be able to exercise more political influence in
local government decisions and within institutions which eHect their funning performance
such as extension services, development agencies, and &nners unions.
Local purchasing agreements for farmer associations from World Food
Program

The World Food Program (WFP) in Uganda has developed a scheme to help small-scale
&nners sell maize to their buying agenrs. WFP usually only buys maize in consignments
of at least 500 tonnes and the buying contract has stringent quality and financial parameters. In regard to the physical quality requirements, the grain should achieve the rollowing
quality standard:
WFP grain quality parnmeters
< 14.5 % moisture content
< 5% shrivelled, diseased, and discolored grain
< 3% insect d:unage
< 2% broken grains
< 4% off colors
< 0.5 % roreign matter
a fumigation certificate and no live insects.
As such, this quality ofgrain is typically supplied by larger traders, who buy from smaller
traders and thereafter dry, grade, clean, fumigate, and repack. In addition ID the physical
requirements oftrade, WFP requesrs all potential suppliers to submit a bidding bond, when
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submitting a tender to supply. This bond is used as a securiry by WFP, in ClSe of supply
failure or fraudulenr nading and this process is also a means of separating genuine rraders
from "briefClSe agenrs".
To enable furmers to compete in this marker, WFP has made certain allowances. Farmers
can ddiver in 100-tonne lors. The furmers must be from a recognized group and they need
ro provide a sample of their maize and should be willing to accept paymenr through a bank.
The associations are not required to submit a performance bond and only have to provide
a financial surery bond, once the supply bid has been accepted.
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Collective marketing
Collective marketing plays a major role in farming throughout the world. In most
countries, fanners have found that they can increase their income and efficiency by
joining with other fanners to market goods, purchase inpUts, and coordinate farming
techniques. In Bolivia, 60% of chickens are markered cooperatively. About 87% of the
pyrethrum grown in Kenya is sold in this way and 40% of the cotton produced in Brazil is
sold by fanners' associations. At least 8 of the 10 largest Canadian fums are cooperatives'.
Before looking at collective marketing in the Ugandan conteXt, it is wotth examining
how this sttategy has worked successfully in fanning communities that have been exposed
ro a fully marure and sophisticated market environment fur very many years, in this case in
Europe. This will help us to develop a model which could be adapted fur use in Uganda.

European example
Mont Peyroux, Southern France
Owners ofsmall vineyards in the village of Mont Peyroux in Southem France produce grapes
on their own land using their own equipment but choose to marker their wine collectively
with their neighbots. They have been doing this fur 100 years. They are one of thousands
of grape fumer's groups operating in France and lraly. Each of their vineyards is small, a
couple of hectares or less. If each of these grape fumers had to produce the wine, bottle,
design, and apply labels to the bottles, box the bottles, and find buyers fur their individual
outpUt, they would spend so much rime on the postharvest activity they would have no
rime to culrivate their vineyatds.
Although this group is called a cooperative, only cettain types ofequipment used by the
group are collectively owned and only certain tasks are carried out by and on behalf of the
whole group. Each fanner owns or has tenure to his or her own land. Each is likely to own
a small nactor and ancillary eqnipment such as a plough, trailer, and sprayers. Each prunes
their vines, grows their grapes, makes sure the grapes are not devoured by pests, harvests
them, and transpotts them to a centtal depot. From that point onwards, the cooperative

rakes over.
All these fanners own a share of the buildings, equipment, and other assets of the
cooperative according to the size of their contribution of grapes. The ownership of these
assets is constituted legally as a cooperative but other groups of grape fanners have formed
a normal private company with the fanners as shareholders.
The function of this cooperative activity is to turn the grapes into wine, sell the produce,
and distribute the proceeds to the fanners and, if the fumers agree, to invest some of the
lCooperatives in the context ofglobalization and Ubrnzadon-Mic.heal Cracknell. FAO 1996.
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proceeds to maintain, expand, or improve the business. Some of this work is carried out
by some of the farmers; others by wmers who may not be cooperative members employed
by the cooperative.
All the wmers are fully involved in the decision-making processes of the cooperative.
This includes hiring ofstaff, establishing quality conrrol systemS for producing good quality
wine, choice of marketing strategy, method used to distribute the sales proceeds, etc.
The staff of the cooperative are responsible for maintaining and developing links with
potential customers, designing labels, ordering bottles and other inputs, making sure that
deliveries are made on time and keeping financial and administrative records. The wmers
can decide just how much or how little they work collectively. For example, they may want
to buy wm chemicals in bulk through the cooperative to distribute among themselves.
Some wmers may have a direct link with a wine buyer and may wish to label some of the
bottles of the cooperative differently from the others and make the sale themselves.
In France there are some massive wine-growing estares owned by single furnilies or
commercial companies. Small wmers could not possibly compete with them on price or
quality unless they adopted these collective strategies.
We can see from this example that in order to produce a consistent quality of wine,
all the wmers must grow exactly the same type of grape; and there are dozens of varieties
to choose from. Similarly, the growing method and type of chemicals used must be harmonized. In addition, all the grapes must be ready for harvest at the same time. It is also
obvious that the furms must all be located in the same area in order to reduce transport
costs. Any disputes that arise must also be settled through an agreed procedure according
to the constitution of me cooperative.
Being tied to the cooperative, therefore, reduces the individual's freedom to rake unilateral action or to adopt wming methods that differ from his or her neighbors'. On the other
hand, income for each farmer is increased through improved yield or furming more land.
3

Ugandan examples

Rakai and Masaka farmer assodations
Several successful wmers' marketing associations operate in Rakai and Masaka Districts. A
case srudy of four of these groups was completed in 2003. All four are assisted by an NGO
called Community Enterprise Development Organisation (CEDO).
The groups have between 18 and 197 members. The largest groups are divided into
subgroups of between 100 and 6 members. One of the four groups is a women's group.
Although this group also has a few male members, they do not hold any positions on the
executive--the women are concerned that the men may rake over. Membership of one of
the subgroups consists entirely of young people.
These groups produce a variety of crops and livestock but sell only one or two different
crops collectively. The groups have been marketing these goods collectively for about five
'emo Fa.ne, group marlrering-C= mull.. NRI July 2003.
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years. Beans and maize are their main crops but some cassava and bananas are also sold.
Sale of beans and maize amount to between 1000 kg and 4000 kg per season. One group
receives about 22% higher prices in these deals than they would get on the local market.
In one group all the members receive the same amount ofbeao seed and plant a separate
plot for the group as a whole. The proceeds from the sale ofbeans grown in the separate plot
go into a common fund owned by the group as a whole. Those beans given to individual
members are grown by each member but marketed collectivdy.
Another group asks each member what quantity of seeds they require and distributes
them accordingly. The proceeds from the sale of all the beans are distributed according to
the amount each farmer delivered for sale.
The groups elect their leaders---<:hairperson, secretary. and treasurer-from among the
membership and redecrs new leaders on a periodic basis (e.g.• every 2 years). Groups charge
their members a membership fee (e.g.• 2500 Sh) and an annual subscription (e.g.• 4000
Sh. which can be spread over twO seasons). Groups have bank accounts and are officially
registered with the District Community Services Department.
All of these groups are hdped a grear deal in the production and marketing of beans
by CEDO which provide a range of services including the negotiation of contract funning
deals in which seed merchants provide seed (beans) and purchase the crops. CEDO organizes the farmers. distributes the seed. bulks-up the crop. arranges transport. distributes the
proceeds. and provides financial management. One group also receives hdp in the form of
seed supplies from the IDEA projecr.
The groups also have experience with maize sdling. which they mainly undertake on
their own. Unfortunately. their experience with maize sdling was not positive in the second
season of200 1. which was Iargdy due to a glut in the Ugandan market resulting in very low
prices. As a result, some of the groups were discouraged with collective maize marketing.
However. one group undertook group marketing of maize in 2002 when the market
had normalized again. with positive results. The sales manager of the group was responsible
for sdling the maize. Abour half of the maize the furmers had produced as a group (i.e.•
1.2 tonnes) was sold in Kampala to a seed dealer based in one of the markets of the capital.
They obtained a price ofUSh31 0 per kg of maize in Kampala when the price was USh250
on the local market. while transpOrt COSt USh30 per kg. The remainder of the maize crop
was sold on the local market.
The maize was stoted for abOUt four months in the group's store before it was sold and
there was no problem with storage because they had received training in storage and knew
how to access and use pesticides. This was their firsr experience with collective marketing
and they are planning to do it again if the prices are low on the local market.

Kapchorwa commercial fanners group
The group calls itsdf commercial furmers as members want to be viewed as a commercial
farmingentiry. The group starred in 1998 with a coreof27 furmers and by 2003 members bad
increased to 350. The philosophy ofthe group is to improve production efficiency by lowering
the cost of production. Individual output per acre has doubled since the group was formed.
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The group is careful about recruiting new members and candidates have to be recommended by at least one existing member. The basis for the recommendation is the ability
to grow a crop commercially, i.e., of a high standard. This ability is assessed by visiting the
furm and members making a decision on the new candidates.
Farmers from the group started to access loans in the first season of 2000. Existing
members recommend new members to the bank fur loans but discretion fur loans is again
based on the bank's assessment. The local bank is unwilling to deal with maize furmers
from outside the group as membership of this group gives the bank some confidence about
individual's credibility. The loans are made to individuals not the group and the individual
is an ultimately responsible fur his loan. However, the group shares this responsibility and
makes sure that its members do not default as this would impinge on group credibility.
Loans are production based and as a rule of thumb, amounts advanced rarely exceed
more than 30% of the toral production COSts. The loan is used to purchase inputs. In the
2003 season about 300 furmers received loans to a toral value of about 350 000 000 Ush
(U5$175 000). There is no security provided by the furmer and risk for the bank is assessed
on the individual's ability to produce a crop and membership of a recognized commercial
group.
This informed group was encouraged to develop its own plans and objectives rather
than consider itself as a parr of the overall IDEA projecr objectives. Fortunately, it has a
strong, committed, and forward-thinking management team which has provided reliable
leadership.
Organized marketing of the produce is now the major item on this group's agenda, which
includes organizing collecting centers and establishing quality control to enswe a unifurm
product. For more examples of group farming activities in Uganda, see Appendix 1.

Developing collective market models for Afiica
There are many examples ofgroups of Ugandan furmers who cooperate to improve their collective welfare but the use of these strategies is the exception rather than the rule. Comparatively few groups have come together with the central purpose of collective marketing.
CoUective marketing activity would help to boost furmers' incomes in Uganda significandy because furms are small compared with those in many other regions of the world
and family links are usually strong. These strong relationships can be used as the basis of
cooperation.
Most small-scale African furmers grow a variety of crops. They cannot afford vehicles
that could be used to transpon harvested Ctops. Electronic communication systems are
improving but are by no means fully developed. In addition, most African furmers cannot
afford to hire experienced staff to administrate collection and marketing processes.
Fortunately, some agriculrure-based service providers in Uganda are changing their strategies from the traditional idea of supplying free seed and tools to furmers aimed at increasing
fuod security, towards strategies designed to assist furmers to gain marketing skills.
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The range of possible collective marketing activities
It can be seen from these models that collective marketing sttaregies can involve a wide
range of activities.
Even the smallest cooperation by a few fiumers can enhance the value of products sold.
These fiumers are likely to receive a better price for their goods if they all bring their surplus
production ro one location. This bulking up process is likely to make it worthwhile for a
trader to bring a vehicle to that location.

Grading and sorting
From the examples of the fiumer associations and collective marketing groups in Uganda,
it is clear that one of the first aspecrs to iroproving sales is to bulk a "quality" product.
Farmers therefore need to know the types of grade and the associated premiums for this
type of produce, and how these premiums will change depending on the season and annual
yields. They should also know the key ctiteria, including variety, moisture contenr, level of
contamination, and equipment required for grading, dtying, and sorting.
An example of the grade specifications being used by a major miller in eastern Africa is
given below. For more specifications for maize, see Appendix 2.

UNGA Ltd (miller)
The maize shall be free from foreign odor, molds, rat droppings, and other
extraneous material.
The maize shall be clean and dry.
The maize shall be free from infestation.

Grading
Moisture content
Foreign matter
(includes sand, earth, stones)
Broken grains
Pest damaged grains
Other colored grains
Discolored grains
Diseased grains
Infestation
Moldy grains
Aflatoxin (total)
Total defects

14.0% maximum if direct for milling
13.5% maximum if destined fur storage
1% maximum
3% maximum
4% maximum
3% maximum
3% maximum
2% maximum
absent
absent
10ppb
15%

Quality control and testing
The level of quality that a fiumer should attempt to achieve is dearly dependent upon
the target market. At the village marker the quality criteria maybe vety rudimentaty and
it is only when fiumers attempt to sell ro itinerant traders and larger market players that
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investment in quality begins to bring in returns. Farmets should not attempt to provide
regional standard product to local markets as these markets will not cany the premiums.
Investment is only useful when a higher level of buyer has been contacted and a consignment for purchase agreed upon.
Probably the mosr impottant quality parameter for maize grain is moisture content.
Most of the maize sold is not tested, but new developments in equipment technology
empower more furmets to be able to rest their produce.

Moisture content-improving

access to measuring equipment

Grain quality is a major concern for maize ttade in eastern Africa and the need fur accurate
moisture content testing at all srages in the market chain is a recurrent problem. The question however, is, can simple, low cost equipment be made available and would it pay for
farmer associations and itinerant traders to use them? Given the importance of moisture

contenr on the physical quality and price, it is surprising that vittually all rnrmets and mosr
ttadets have no means of testing this quality variable. It is only at the larger, furmal, processor and ttade level that actots bave moisture testing equipment. While most infuttnal ttade
pay little attention to moisture, increasing pressure for improved food quality standards
will place increasing emphasis on the moisture variable. For any sales into the World Food
Program, and for the higher end millets, moisture content is an essential quality standard
and product will be rejected if it does not meer the typical standard of 13%.

Moisture tests
The most reliable and simplest method is the oven test. This requires that a sample of maize
is weighed and then held in an oven fur at least 6 hours at a temperature of 100°. After this
drying process, the sample is reweighed and the dilkrence in weight is used co detettnine
the moisture content. While this is the simplest and probably the most reliable means of
measuring a sample. it is slow and requires an oven and an accurate electronic balance to

at leasr 1 digir, which are both bulky and expensive items.
There are many a1rernatives ro the oven rest including biting grain, the salr tesr, and
electrical merets. Many rnrmets believe thar they can gauge the moisture content of maize

Sinar hand-held model 7000 series fur
resting moisture content US$IOOO

Cheapet mode (US$30-500)
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by biting into the grain. This may be possible within 4-5% accuracy and will certainly
tell the f.mner if the moistUre is above 16%. The salt test involves shaking the grain inside
a container with salt. If the salt sticks to the side of the jar, the grain moistUre content is
above 15%.
However, in order to get within 0.5% of the commercial trading range of 12-13%,
greater accuracy is required. The accwacy of modem moistUre meterS bas in the past been
highly variable, with the basic tenet being that you get what you pay fur. Hence, a reference
type of equipment such as the Sinar AP modd 6060 will attract a retail price of approximatdy US$2000. Sinar bas recently introduced a newer version, the 7000 series, which
may retail at less than US$1000. Although the accuracy and reliability of this equipment
is high, the cost makes it prohibitive fur most actors in the marketing chain.
To address the issue of access to moistUre measuring equipment, the private sector and
research and development partners in Uganda are investigating methods to support the
purchase ofequipment through twO strategies. The first strategy is to procure Sinar equipment and place them at key marketing depots in the major maize growing districts. This
will provide an opporrunity fur bulked commodity to be tested. If the product is too wet, it
can be dried down to the required moisture content depending on the needs of the buye&
This will be a very useful first step in working towards improving the quality of maize in
the trade. However, this step alone does not answer the needs of the many f.mners and
farmer associations across the country.
The second strategy aims to find a way of testing the product neater to the site of production. In this strategy, we hope to work with the International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI), in the Philippines, which has been facing the problem of highly variable moisture
content affecting the storage quality of rice in Southeast Asia. To address this problem, IRRI,
working in collaboration with the Chinese private sector has devdoped a simple hand-hdd
moisture meter fur US$30. This meter has between 10 and 25% moisture content and is
accurate to within 0.5% m.c. At this price, the product is affutdable to many traders and
f.mner associations and IRRI is attempting to reduce this price down to a large order price
of US$20 per unit.
Test models ofthe new hand-hdd Sinar modd will be investigated by UGr andAPEp5,
and the testing of the IRRI moisture meter will be implemented by one of the RATIN
partners, FOODNEr. These devices should be in the fidd early in 2004. It is believed
that the combination of high level accuracy provided by the Sinar technology alongside
the affurdability of the IRRI equipment will provide a means of making the technology
available to a broader set of producers and traders and also provide integrity in the system
by using the Sinar equipment as the means oflonger-terro calibration.

'UGT - Uganda grnin ...dec

5Agricultur.d. production enhancement project-Cbemonic-USAID.
'Reg;onol Agrkultnnol Trade Intelligence NetWDrk-FOODNEf.
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Communal storage
In many countries, governments have built a countryWide system for drying and storing
crops. These fucilities were often linked to government markering boards. In some countries, these storage fucilities bave been purcbased by private sector players Ot remain with
defunct government offices. Farmers may need to decide wbethet these fucilities can be
reintroduced into their markering plans or if they should find alternative storage methods
that will enable them to cany forward their stock.
• Agreeing to grow the same variety of crop also helps to overcome problems of economies
of scale.
• Weighing the goods and packing them in the same standard way will also attract a
higher price from the buyer.
• Group negotiarions with traders for the sale ofIarget quantities of goods can
improve the sale price significantly.
• If the collective activity includes the pooling of funds to purchase storage
fucilities, drying fioors, transpon vehicles, farm inputs, testing equipment,
etc. then the income of the group will be enhanced still funher.
All these activities can be adopted either together or separately according to the wishes
of the group. Some groups may wish to adopt only one collective activity to begin with
and gradually adopt others if the first initiarive proves successful. Likewise, some groups
may wisb to stan with only a few members and gradually expand to include others once
the systems used for collective activity become understood and accepted.
It should be understood, however, that individual, small-scale farmers cannot compete
with larger f.tnns unless they overcome the problem of economies of scale. The maximum
savings on the purchase of inpUts and the maximum gain on the sale of outputs will only
come if groups of farmers learn to cooperate with each other over the entire Jarming
process--ftom the agreement on the pattern of crop production, through the pooling of
resources, to post-production systems, to collective sale of the group's surplus output.
The successful adoprion ofcollective markering techniques depends more than anything
on the willingness offarmers to adopt decision-making and management systems based on
trust and common goals. The building of trust and the adoption of transparent and f.tir
systems that encapsulate such trust must be addressed and agreed on from the outset.
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Practical work
The first stage of working with fanner groups
Which groups to work with?

Individual farmers naturally help each other. They exchange infonnation about the best ways
to grow their crops, help each other at harvest time, and compare expetiences in making
marketing decisions. This furm of exchange cannot, however, help small-scale farmers to
iroprove their economies of scale. In order to make a real, positive difference, farmers need
ro use this goodwill towards each other and engage in collective action.
Every organization involved in helping farmers is limited by the funds at their disposal
and the number of skilled and expetienced staff available. There are several million farmers
in Uganda and they cannot all be helped at the same time to develop plans ro market their
goods collectively. For this reason, SPS should carefully consider which group of farmers to
work with. It is likely that they already work with several groups of farmers to help them
with, fur example, agricultural extension. Some of these groups may benefit greatly from
collective marketing but others may not. This section of the manual is designed to help
SPs to make this choice. The most successful examples of collective activiry occur in groups
which already have some reason fur identi/jring with each other and assisting each other.
There are many possible conditions fur people to feel that they belong to a group. The
most obvious reason, and one that is common in Uganda, is kinship bonds. Family and
clan ties already bind communities together in many countries and these ties give certain
duties and rights to each group member. Such ties of trUSt and f.uniliariry can form the
basis of farmer marketing association.
On the other hand, some traditional f.unily structures, especially those that are unduly
hierarchical or male dominared, may not allow sufficient degrees of democracy in decisionmaking processes to work successfully (Fig. 4).
Fanners in Uganda may have come together to furm groups fur many reasons. They may
have furmed the group fur social reasons (self-help groups}-school, health, etc. Women
may have decided to work together to help each other sell small amounts ofsurplus products
in the village marker or because they do nor trust men to help them. They may have fuund
that it is easier to receive training as a group or they may share some common activity,
such as irrigation.
Ideally, the members of groups which could benefit from collective marketing should
have similar cultural values, including religion, history; dier, language, and dialect. A group
is also more likely to work berter together if all members have similar needs and resources.
If, fur example, a few members within the group are much wealthier than the majoriry
of the group, they will, inevirably, dominare decisionmaking which will nor please other
members.
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Figure 4. A 'big' man sits on a chair saying to farmers carrying sacks and hoeing fields
'Do that!' 'Bring it over herel' 'Take it to the store housel'
It is also important for members to live near one another. Groups of farmers need to be

able to talk regularly with each other and to easily transpon goods and inputs to and from
their farms to delivery points near the land occupied by the group members.
It would also be very useful if at least some members of the group are literate (they
should be able to read and write well and be reasonably numerate). Other skills, such as
experience in negotiating with traders, understanding the difference between grades of
produce. knowing how to improve products. or experience at running meetings. would
also be useful.
Ideally, the group should be formed with a dearly identified marketing objective. All
too often, groups are formed after being advised by a suppon agency that they can only
benefit ftom conoin services if they are part of a group. In response to this, groups tend to
form on an ad hoc basis with no ceason for working together orner than to overcome the
first hurdle in an attempt to access resources--even perceived resources--on offer.
In short, panicipants in collective marketing activity are likely to succeed best in these
strategies if they can debate easily with each other on as equal a basis as possible. Anemptiog to establish the essential trusting environment among a group of participants with no

previous dose relationships or shared experience will be extremely difficult.
SPs that wish to encourage the formation of collective marketing groups should first
concentrate their efforts on those groups of farmers that show most interest in the idea.

These farmers will already recognize themselves as belonging to a group however loose
it may be or for whatever purpose.
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Even without outside help, farmets could begin to develop plans to work more closely
together with the objective of improving their weI&re or generating increased income. It is
possible that a group has been formed for reasons other than marketing (a women's group,
for example) which could be used as the starring point for the formation of a marketing
group.
Collective activity will not help some farmers
SPS should understand that there may be many farmers who are neither willing nor capable
of organizing collective marketing. They should be offered other types of assisrance, but
efforts to train and organize group marketing should only be offered to groups which like
the idea and would benefit from such work.There may be many reasons why collective
markering schemes would be unsuirable for some farmers:
• Some farmers may not trust their neighbors sufficiendy and may not wish to join
with them in any kind of collective activity. In areas where there is hostility berween
farmers no amount of coaxing will get them to cooperate with each other.
• Some farmers may fed that they already make a good living from their produce.
Others may feel that they obtain satisfactory sale prices from roadside or village
markers.
• They may feel that they do not want ro share their work or skills with others.
• They may have good relations with traders and feel that they receive fair prices for
their goods.
• Some farmers are simply too poor ro be able to produce a surplus or they may not
have the necessary skills to understand the obligations associated with collective
activity. Many farmers in Uganda, for example, have Iitde or no surplus to sell.
• Many farmers live too far away from each other to make collective activity possible.
• Srill others may not have the necessary skill, knowledge, or leadership to undersrand
how to work with each other.
Despite the litct thar many farmers cannot be assisted in rbis way, for millions of others,
collective activity represents the best way to increase their income and boost productivity.
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SPwork plan
Identifying the partidpants
Although a number of farmers may work together to receive training or extension services,
not all of them may be prepared to join with the others to market their produce collectively.
When an SP first introduces the idea ofcollective marketing to a group, he must understand that some farmers are likely ro be more enthusiastic than others. A survey ofpotential
members should be conducted by the SP to discover how many members of the group want
to be involved. This survey can also be used to discover whether more doubtful members
of the group can he persuaded to take part or whether they would prefer not to take part.
For this survey, SP staff members need to carefully explain what collective marketing is,
how it might benefit the group, and to explain how the group needs to organize itsdf to
carry Out the plan.
No effort to encourage the !Ormation of collective marketing associations will succeed
uuless each member ofthe group is enthusiastic about the idea. They must also be fully aware
of both the potential benefits and the restrains which may result from forming a marketing
association. They also need to commit themselves to spend some time in discussion with
their fellow participants to decide on the group's plans.
Once the farmers have agreed on who they wish to include in their group, the names
of these members should be recorded.
Age and gender
In some communiries~ women are not given equal status with men.7 For this reason, some
female farmers in Uganda have decided to !Orm women-ouly groups as their prelerted way
of ensuring proper trust and collaboration.' Ukewise, some younger !armers fed that they
do not want to join a group dominated by older people who, they might feel, are too set
in their traditional ways to adopt new ways of working. These young farmers may prefer
to work only with other !armers of their generation.
Women-ouly groups and youth groups are not an ideal way of establishing community
marketing groups but they may be more effective to work with than foreing farmers of all
ages and both genders together. Farmers should, however, be encouraged to form groups
that represent the whole community.
In any group that is representative of the community (young and old, women, and men)
it is important that women and younger !armers are not excluded from raking up leadership
for this project. No outside agency should attempt to force groups to elect certain leaders.
It should be pointed out to them, however, that the group will be weakened if young or
women members do not feel that they are allowed ro participate fully in the activities and
decision-making processes of the group.
7The gender dimension in rural cooperative. FAO,1996.
'CEOO rume< Group Marla:ring
Studies NRI. July 2003.
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Although all these types of funners can benefit from collective marketing techniques.
the differences between them mean that different approaches may need to be used to help
them work together. Some may need basic information about how markets work and how
to negotiate to sell very small quantities of their goods to local traders; others may be ready
to take on more ambitious tasks. Some groups may need a great deal of help to organize
themselves. conduct meetings. make contacts with traders and other service providers.
and keep proper records. Others may be capable of carrying out most of these tasks for
themselves.
SPs who are trying to help &rmers need to link their work to the priorities of the
organization they work for. Some agencies will choose to work with the poorest and most
isolated &rmers if their main aim is the alleviation of poverty. If, on the other hand. the
main aim of the SP is to make markets for agricultural goods more competitive. they may
wish to work with comparatively more affiuent &rmers. Helping such &rmers to adopt
collective marketing strategies may require less time and resources and so more of them
could be helped within the limited budget of the Sp.
It should be borne in mind. however. that collective activiry is best carried out by &rmers who have similar types of &rms and grow similar types of crops.
Working with funners in more complicated circumstances can present the agency with
greater challenges. Let us consider the difficulties presented by funners who do not specialize
in growing one major crop for sale.
They may produce surpluses of maize. beans. colfee. tomatoes. peppers. and cassava.
Each of these products is grown. harvested. packed. and stored differently. They may have
to be sold to several different traders each specializing in different crops. The growiog season
for each crop might be different. The SP will need to help the &rmers organize the collection
and marketing. and to obtain market information for each product separately.
Farmers growiog crops in areas with erratic rainfall can never know. in advance. what
quantity of any crop they will be able to sell. This makes it much harder to form close
relationships with traders.
In many parts of Uganda. men take responsibility for growing and marketing cash crops
(crops grown mainly for sale) whereas women take responsibility for growing staple crops
(crops grown mainly for subsistence)." Women sell any surplus to local. village markets
or direcrly to consumers. If the SP chooses to work with a women's gronp. they may lind
that the women are reluctant to market their goods on a bigger scale because this has been
a task traditionally carried out by men. Some women allow a man to join their group to
carry out marketing activities but the SP might try to build the confidence of women to
market goods for themselves. Women's groups might also prefer women to train and to
help organize group marketing. SPS must consider all these factors before deciding which
groups they can best help.

liThe geadee dimension

of rural cooperative-FAO 1996.
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SP work plan-background research
SP staff members need to carry out some initial research to discover if they can work successfuIIywith the proposed group. This research methodology should be by interviews with
proposed group members and examination of the SP's records and funding applications.
This research should be designed to answer the following questions:
How many SP staff members are available to carry out this work?
Do these staff members have the necessary skills and experience for this work?
Where will these staff members be accommodated during the project?
What transport will they need?
Is the likely project budget large enough to cover the organization and training of the group
for at least one year?
Do the farmers already see themselves as a group?
Does the group already hold reguIar meetings?
For what purpose are these meetings held? (e.g., social, religious, for training, etc.)
Does the group have a name?
If the group is dominated by just one or a few people (men, elders, wealthier members, etc.),
are the other members of the group satisfied with the way decisions are made!
Do members of the group live close enough together to be able to walk or cycle easily
between themselves?
Has the group shown any enthusiasm or understanding of collective marketing?
The answers ro these questions should help the SP to decide if they wish to assist the group
to organize collective marketing.

Pre-meeting checklist
Pre-meeting preparations
1. IdentifY potential venues; select one
2. Think about a list of people to attend based on previous informal discussions
3. Try to find a good facilitator from an NGO/service provider that can assist
in the meetings
4. Prepare some sheets of paper so that major ideas can be shown to the group
i.e., the agenda
5. Get a pen and notebook to record meeting artendees, members, and
recommendations
6. Make the invitations and try to invite like minded people to attend and ask them if
they know any interested people.
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Practical work
The first meetings
Groups of people in every country have dilkrent ways of conducting meetings.12 Some
people like very informal meetings; others prefer to conduct meetings with a great deal offormaliry and ceremony. Other people come to meetings to listen and prefer not to speak.
Whatever local customs are used to conduct meetings. the aims of the group should be
the same-ro give all members of the group the opportuniry to offer their opinion and to
reach the highest degree of consensus possible. This can only be done if participants feel free
to make their point and are prepared to make compromises with each other. They must also
be prepared to abide by the will of the majoriry if full agreement cannot be reached on all
issues. Collective marketing strategies have no chance ofsucceeding unless everyone affected
by the decisions taken at meetings is fully involved in the decision-making process.
Many &rmers in Uganda may not have any experience ofparticipating in meetings where
everybody has the opportuniry of speaking and voting. This may not be vitally important
in religious ceremonies. or when they are receiving training. but they should not begin an
activiry as important as collective marketing unless they agree to adopt proper democratic
procedures to decision making.
The SP's first task may be to explain to the &rmers how proper meetings are
conducted. This section is further supported by a tabular checklist; see Appendix 2 for quick
references.

Democracy, leadership, and deciSion-making
Successful groups have good leadership. "
The type of leadership required. however. needs to be fully understood. The group must
use democratic methods to make decisions in order to give every member a feeling of full
participation and ownership. This system must, however. include the delegation of day-today responsibility to individual members with special skills of management and organization. These individuals need to be selected by the whole group and mechanisms must be
in place to replace these individuals with other members if they full to perform as well as
the group thinks they should.
Good leaders can be found in most communities. They are recognized by their long-term
commitment to the interests of the group and their skill at enabling all group members to
agree on issues affecting the group where decisions need to be taken. They must obviously
have a good understanding of all aspects of furming and the problems fuced by their fellow
group members. They must be respected and trusted by the group and are likely to have
12Communio/ sensitizatiOnaOOD and mobilization. CEDO 2003.

'''I.og&.une-ToagoSequcir.L NRI2003.
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more successful experiences of negotiating with ttaders than most other members of the
group. They should also be the kind of people who are willing and able to take advantage
of ttaining.
One, twO, or several leaders may be recognized by the group as being the members to
carty their plans forward but it is important that each leader should have the necessaI}'
tolerance of others to reaeb decisions without inremal disagreement.
The group, as a whole, needs to discuss and agree on the broad sttategy adopred for
collective action and it is also up to the whole group to decide what kind of day-to-day
decisions should be ddegated to leaders andlor employees hired by the group.
Manygroups offurmers may be able to eboose ttosted leaders but these leaders may lack
the necessaI}' skills to conduct meetings successfully or to carty out other tasks involved in
collective marketing activity. In sueb cases the SP will need to work closely with the leaders
to provide the necessary ttaining, advice, and guidance needed. SPs, sueb as CEDO, offer
a veoy wide service including trnining in many aspects of funning and marketing. The hdp
offered by other agencies might be more limited. The staff members of any SP need to
remember, however, that they cannot work with the group forever. Their role is to help the
group ro become capable of running their marketing activities for themselves and not to
take a leadership role in the group. This process may take several years but the group must
be regularly reminded that they must not become too dependent on the outside SP or they
will never be able to carty out and take responsibilioy for their own actions.

Conducting meetings
Group meetings are of the utmost importance and, for this reason, the participants should
be reminded of the way successful meetings are conducted.
Chairperson"
IDe filSl: task for the group will be to agree on the choice of someone to chair
each meeting.
The petson ebosen to ebair the meeting must be respected by the group for his or her
impartialioy and knowledge of the group's culture, language, background, and aims for the
future. Experience in ebairing meetings is useful. The ebairpetson should have the skill of
being able to sum up the deliberations of the meeting and should not expect to dominate
the meeting with hislher own point of view. They should encourage everyone to speak.
Some people (often women) are veoy shy, when it comes to ralking to groups of people,
but sueb people often have important contributions to make. The opinion of women is
especially important as their views are often ignored. The chairperson must also make sure
that a small number of participants ate prevenred ftnm dominating the meeting.

I"Community sensitization and mobilization. CHDO 2003.
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It may be, at least for tbe first meetings, iliat a chosen leader of tbe group lacks tbe
skills to act as chair of tbe meeting. If iliat is tbe case, some outside person-perbaps some
experienced member of tbe SP--<:an act as chairperson provided iliat tbe whole group agrees
witb tbis and provided iliat tbis person is very fumiIiar witb tbe group and can speak tbe
group's language fluently.
A rule should be adopted which allows any participant to ask for a vote to be taken to
replace tbe chairperson at any time if tbey fail to meet tbe group's expectations.

Aims of the first meetings
Once tbe chairperson has been chosen, his first task would be to remind participants iliat
tbe purpose of tbe meeting is to carry everyone along but iliat if not everyone agrees, a
decision will be arrived at by majority vote. The chairperson should also be able to stop
tbe discussion about an issue when it is clear iliat tbe topic has been exhausted. He should,
however, allow discussion to continue when it is clear iliat tbe majority of people wish to
say more.

The next issue should be for tbe participants to agree on tbe issues to be discussed. In
otber words, to draw up an agenda of issues on which decisions need to be made.
Many people do not like long meetings or may bave important work to do on tbeir
rum or witb tbeir family. The chairperson should tberefore obtain an agreement &om tbe
participants on tbe length of tbe meeting. They should tben strictly keep to tbe timetable
unless tbe meeting calls for an extension. He or she may tben ask if tbe group would like
all tbe main decisions made at tbe meeting to be properly recorded and for tbe participants
to appoint someone to take tbese minutes.
The issues discussed at each meeting will be different but tbere are two topics which
must be discussed at a first meeting of tbe group.
The naming of the partidpants
The most obvious decision iliat needs to be taken is to record tbe names of tbe members of
tbe group. Very large groups, probably over 50, are difficult to control and may need to be
divided into twO or more associated groups. Whatever is decided, tbe names of tbe agreed
participants should be recorded. Provision should also be made for otber members to join
or leave tbe group on agreed conditions.
The name of the group
If tbe group has not already got a name, a name should be chosen. Many groups choose
a name which includes tbe area or village in which tbey live. Otbers choose a slogan to be
part of tbeir name, e.g., 'Let us work togetber f.u-mers' association'. It is important iliat tbe
group has a name not only because it helps to give each member a sense of identity witb
tbe group but also because traders and otber service providers need to know how to identifY
tbem. In addition, tbe group may need to make a formal registration of tbeir organization
for legal or commercial reasons.
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Developing an enterprise strategy
As the process ofcollective marketing moves forward, the group should develop their strategy
in a stepwise fashion. The service provider will need to develop or use existing tools to lead
the group through the enterprise and marketing process. The process of tranSition from
a random group of furmers producing as individuals towards a cohesive group, working
towards a defined market objective, should not be underestimated. Existing tools, such
as the manual entitled "IdentifYing and Assessing Market Opportunities for Small Rural
Producers" by C. Ostertag. may be a useful guide in working towards markets.

SP work plan brainstonning 15
One of the best ways to encourage all the participants to speak and to stimulate thorough
discussion of a topic is known as brainstorming.
A typical brainstorming session could be conducted as follows:
An SP staff member or other chosen facilitator should introduce the topic at the meeting in a shorr presentation.
He or she should then ask all the membets of the group to ask questions or to make
comments. Some people are rather shy and are not comfortable about speaking in front of
other people but everyone should be encouraged to speak.
All the questions and comments should be summarized on a ffip-chart large enough
for everyone to see.

The facilitator should correct any obvious misunderstandings some members may have
but should then ask the group relevant questions, such as 'how do markets work?' or 'why
do we need traders?', and ask them to provide the answers.
The facilitator should encourage debate among members with different points of view
and again encourage those who haven't spoken to do 50.
Once again, the facilitator should tty to summarize the points made on the ffip chart.
Once the fucilitator feels that the topic has been discussed fully enough for the group
to have a good understanding of the topic, the group should spend some time summarizing the discussion and getting the group to agree on the answer to the questions posed or
a definition of the concept they have discussed.

Topics for discussion
-What is a market and how do markets work?
- Collective marketing.
Participants might suggest that the first general discussion should be to inform everyone
at the meeting of exactly what collective activity means and what it entails. This manual
might be used to assist a chosen speaker to inform the group of the advantages and difficulties involved and the commitment needed to make these strategies work successfully. On
the other hand, it might be possible to invite an outside petson with thorough experience
of these matters to inform the group and stimulate the discussion.
15Community sensirizarion and mobilli:arion-CEDO 2003.
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Meeting checklist
Meeting procedures

•
•

Select a chairperson
Agree on the rules of the meeting, timing, breaks, allowing all to speak, reporting,
actions to be taken, sUllU1laIY statements

• Explain the concept of collective marketing
•
•

•

List qualifications of the types of people that may want to join such a group
Agree on membetship tetms
Agree on interwl of meetings

Agenda for the planning meeting (this may be part of first meeting, but the first
things may take a lot of time)
The group needs to agree on the following:
• The types of products to be worked on
• Who could assist the group from other OIganizations, groups, etc.
• How to start the planning process
• Next steps for marketing
Meeting before the transaction
•
•
•
•
•
•

What product
What volume
Where to sell
Whom to sell to
What is the market doing
Agreement on a lowest offer to sell

Meeting after the transaction
How to share the money received
Discussion of what went well, what went not so well
• What improvements can be made in terms of variety, packaging, grading, point of
sale, price, negotiations, marketing analysis. savings. credit
• Agenda for the next planning meeting
AI the end of the meeting, or series of meetings, it should be possible for the group to
have a good idea of which type of activities they wish to adopt to begin with. The group
would be wise not to be too ambitious at first. adopting. perhaps, a simple strategy before
expanding to include more collective activities or increasing the membership.
•
•
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Practical work
Feasibility study
What is a feasibility study?
Before even the first simple tasks can be undertaken certain information must be collected.
The SP would be the obvious organization to collect this infurmation with the full participation and agreement of the group. This could be called a feasibility srudy.
Such a study should rty to find out whether the group would benefit from collective
action and by how much and in what ways. This kind of feasibility study is vety simple.
It is really just a method for checking that all the necessary elements are in place before
embarking on the ptoject. It is important, however, that those conducting the study should
be impartial and able to design the study and properly interpret its findings. They should
be neither toO optimistic nor pessimistic about the outcome of the study.
The first srage of the study should be designed to obtain the following infurmation.
Geographical area of the proposed group
It might be necessary to draw up a scale map of the land owned or worked by each member
of the group showing any roads or tracks between and bordering this land. This will help
the group to discover whether each furmer has easy access to any central storage or other
collective facilities (drying floors, road-side loading places, packing, weighing, or milling
facilities) that might be used collectively.
Normal and potential production of each member
A list of all the different products which the group proposes to market collectively should
be compiled. {At this early stage, the group may have decided ouly to market one product
collectively.) The average volume of production of each product for each member should
be noted. This, of course, will vary from season to season and from year to year but the
group must have some approximate idea of the toral production capacity of the group's
members. Each furmer should then be asked what volume of each product they ate Iiltely
to keep fur their own use and how much they ate Iiltely to have over fur sale in an average
season. They should also be asked how much more they could produce in ideal weather
and market conditions. All this data should be recorded.
Making an inventory of the group's assets
Most farming communities in Uganda have very few assets. It may be, however, that the
group already owns, or has access to tools or facilities that could be used of for collective
activiry. A single member might own, for example, weighing scales or a draft anintal or a
storage hut which they would be willing to sell or hire to the group as a whole. Here, it
is of viral importance to reassure each member that they will not be required to share any
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equipment with the group if they do not wish to. And if they are willing to allow the group
to share it. they need only do so if they are given a price or a renting fee by the group that
they have agreed to.

Assessing the market
One of the most important components of the study should be to assess the local and
wider market to discover the potential sales value of the group's surplus produce. One of
the aims of the group might be to sell larger volumes of a crop whicb would attract a better
price than the small volumes sold by individual furmers. Traders need to be approacbed to
find out just how much more they would pay. say. fur two tonnes of maize rather than for
just one bag. Likewise. traders are likely to pay more for sotted and graded products or for
produce packed in srandard weight bags.
Assessing the data from the feasibility study
Once the data for the feasibility srudy has been collected. this data needs to be assessed
and analyzed.
By comparing the volume or weight of the expected surplus output of the group with the
information from the market assessment. it should be possible to make a rough calculation
of the likely increase in income the group could expect to earn if they market their goods
collectively. In addition. it should be possible to estimate what added value would come
from any collective action to improve the quality or packing of the goods fur sale.
By estimating these likely benefits. it may also be possible to work out what extra equipment or other furm inputs the group could spend this extra money on which could be used
to increase the income of the group still further in future years.
On the other hand. if the data shows that very little benefit could be achieved by collective marketing activity. the group may decide not to begin such activity.
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Practical work
Initial activities
Agreeing on the initial type of collective marketing activities
Once the feasibility study has been completed and the dara analyzed. those who have carried out the study should report the findings to the next group meeting. They should give
esrimares of the likely benefits that might come from collective marketing in good. poor.
and average seasons and explain how market prices could change these estimates. The report
to f.u:mers should also identi/jr which activities are likely to bring the best results and how
these activities should be carried out.
The f.u:mers should then be encouraged to discuss these findings. Once again. brainstonning techniques could be used if the f.u:mers decide to use it.
Once the group is fully aware of all the possible activities they could choose to improve
their welf.u-e through collective marketing and understand the benefits and tasks required
to put them into operation. they need to decide how to start.
Farmers should be told that it is usually advisable to proceed step by step starting with
some simple tasks. Each step may need to be discussed in a number of meetings between the
SP sWf and the chosen leaders of the group and between all the members of the group. There
will also be a need to have meerings or telephone calls with traders and tranSporters.The
group might. for example. begin with only one ptoduce. This should. preferably. be a
produce that will not rot or deteriorate during the period between the harvest and the sale.
Maize or beans might be a good example.
They must then decide where to bring the produce from all those f.u:mers in the group
who wish to sell it. Clearly. this needs to be somewhere with good access to the best road
and somewhere clean and dty where it cannot be attacked by birds or rodents.
The group must then wotk out how much of the produce can be delivered to the chosen
location and how long this will rake. This could be the most difficult problem fuced by the
group at this stage. It may be that bicycles or hand carts could be used to carty the goods
and these may need to be shared by the f.u:mers so that everyone has a chance of delivering
what goods they wish to sell. It will then be necessary to decide on an approximate date
for the fust collective transaction to rake place. Certain other procedures will also need to
be agreed upon in advance.

I

Delegating responsibility'·
Although all majot decisions should be made by the group as a whole. certain jobs
need to be aIIocared to individual members. If, for example. the group has decided
to bring the surplus etops of the whole group to one or two collection points for
16Community sensitization

and mobilization. CEDO 2003.
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sorting, grading, and paclcing, someone has to be appointed to make a careful record ofwho
brought the goods and the quality and quantity of the goods they delivered. Someone else
may be made responsible for gathering market information, another for contacting likely
buyers, another for conducting the transaction with the trader, another for finding suitable
transport, and yet another for dividing up the proceeds of the sale among the members
according to the agreed system.
This does not necessarily mean that the same person should always do the job allocared to them. The group might decide that several people could share the job or that one
person does it for, say, a month then another person takes over. On the other hand, the
people chosen for each job should have the necessaty skills and the trust of the group to
do it properly.
It is also possible that no one in the group has the necessaty skills or experience to carry
out one or more of these jobs. The SP may decide that one of irs employees should carty
out this work until one of the group members has received the necessary training to take
over the role. The most important part of this training will come from close observation of
the work of the SP staff member allocated to do this particular job. More experience could
be acquired by visiting other groups which have successfully mastered these skills.
The people who take on these jobs would, of course, have less time to work on their
own farm and the group would be wise to find some way of compensating them for the time
they spend doing this communal work. This could take the form of giving this farmer some
assistance with the work on his or her farm or in the form of a payment for the work they
do which could be an extra allocation of the proceeds of sales. Compensation is important
because the group needs to encourage members to accept these jobs and, certainly, would
not want to tempt those people who are allocared jobs to cheat the group by making them
feel resentful for the tasks they are asked to perform.
The choice of people to do these various jobs should be made on the basis of their
aptitude for the job; record keepers should have good handwriting and mathematical skills;
negotiators should have good bargaining skills, etc. Just as important, however, would be
the need for each person taking on such responsible tasks to have the trust of the whole
group.

Dividing the proceeds
In addition, the group must decide in advance exactly how and when the proceeds from the
sale of the goods are to be distribured among the group members. The group may decide
that the proceeds should be divided between the group according to the amount each
contributed. Some of the proceeds need to be first used to pay for any expenses incurred
-transport, telephone calls, etc., and, perhaps some agreed payment to members of the
group who have carried out jobs on behalf of the group.
The group should not sell all its surplus products in this first transaction unless they
are convinced that nothing serious can go wrong.
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Other jobs to be done in advance of the first transaction
AI this stage, efforts should be made to find Out as much as possible about me market-

price, market conditions, etc.
They should decide if mey can afford to hire me appropriate tranSport to rake me
product to an appropriate madret or find a trader who is prepared ro pay an acceptable
price and to send a lorry to pick up the goods from group.
The group should also be satisfied that me trader is willing to pay for me goods on
collection. (The trader, of course, will need ro know what quantity is for sale, me quality
of me product, and how it is packed).
The trader should have been given a sample of me goods in advance, ifpossible, to assess
me quality. A date should men be agreed on for me transaction to be made.
It may be that for this first tranSaction, me trader will be wary of me group's ability to
deliver me goods on time or may not be certain that me goods will be of me agreed quality.
For this reason, mey may not be prepared to pay me highest price mey can. Provided that
me group is offered a price which is higher
me price mey would have expected to get
selling me smaller quantities produced by an individual furmer, mey should go abead wim
the transaction.
The group will learn a great deal about me arrangements mey need to make to continue
group transactions from this first deal. As time goes by and as more sales are made, mey
will gradually become f.nniIiar wim the problems involved, learn how to settle any disputes
that may arise, and become better at negotiating wim traders.

man

Assessing the first collective action
However successful or unsuccessful me first transaction has been, me group should
call anomer meeting as soon as me firsr transaction has raken place to discuss what
happened-what went well and what went badly.
It may have been quite obvious that me group would not succeed in its efforts at
collective marketing in its present circumstances and should not try to repeat this first effort.
One or more things might have gone wrong despite all the planning.
o
The trader may not have turned up to collect me goods on me agreed date.
o
The trader may not have been willing to pay me agreed price once he or she had
inspected it.
o
The goods may have gOtten wet or been damaged between me fum and me
collection place.
All mese are serious problems and me group should abandon future collective efforts
until mey learn how to solve mese problems.
Some of mese problems can be solved wim more planning or wim some more outside
hdp or me group might find a dilkrent way of doing business wim me trader. It would be
wrong. however, to try again wimout being sure that me problems can be solved.
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Less serious problems
• One or two fumers in the group may have fuiled ro deliver their goods to the
coUection point.
• There may have been some dispute about how the proceeds were distributed ro
individual members.
• There may also have been a dispute over any costs that may have been incurred by
one of the members.
• Some of the goods may have been of such poor quality that the trader may have
refused to buy them.
These types of problems can be solved with goodwiU among the members of the group.
Perhaps those fumers who fuiled to deliver their goods needed some help from the rest of
the group. On the other hand, a fumer who did not work properly with other members
might be asked ro leave the group until it is certain that he has changed his ways. AU these
points need ro be discussed by the group and ways found to change work practices or to
solve any disputes which led to a problem.
Even when everything goes on weU, the group should still meet ro discuss ways in
which procedures could be improved or what might have gone wrong and how to prevent
a reoccurrence of the problems.
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almost cenainly be needed and the costs will need to be coveted by a significant increase
in revenue. Record keeping and book keeping at this level of complexity would almost
cenainly require the use of a computer and someone would have to be properly trained to
use it. The group needs to understand that it may take years to modemire their activities
in this way and it may never be possible for a small groups of farmers to achieve.
Although it may be useful to explain to furmers that the scope for collective activity is
almost limitless, they should also realize that every step must be taken one at a time. As all
these steps are taken, the group should continue trying to reach more potential buyers to
compare their prices. They should also artempt to find better sources ofmarket information
and learn how to interpret it for their own use.
Keeping terms and conditions for membership up to date
Although the group will have established some rules for membership at the first meetings, these rules may have to be changed as the collective marketing activity of the group
changes and grows. As indicated in the example from the Kapchorwa commercial farmers
group, the key reason for ensuring quality of membership was based on access to credit. If
individual members failed in their financial dealings with the bank, the whole group was
responsible.
TImetable
In order to plan properly for the future, the group should set itself a timetable for completing the next phase in their improvement program.
IntrOducing new products for collective marketing will need plaoning. If some equipment is ro be bought, the best supplier must be identified and necessary funds must either
be collected from the furmers or set aside from sales revenue. Farmers need to repott on
how their crops are growing and how much they are likely ro be able to sell. Arrangements
need to be made in good time for the goods to be transported to the collection centers.
Market information needs to be collected ro find out where to sell the goods at the time
they are available for sale. Space at the collection center needs ro be made available for when
the goods arrive and packing marerials must be purchased. Members need ro be ready ro
carty out their appointed tasks when they are needed. All these dates need to be included
in the timetable.
There is always, however, a chance that somerhing will go wrong. Srorms might wash
out the road or reduce the crop yield. Packing materials might not arrive on time. Some
dispute might arise causing some furmers to refuse to deliver their goods. This means that
the timetable will be amended and new dares agreed. As each new transaction takes place
the farmers will learn how to cope with these difficulties bur some effort should be made
ro predict what mighr go wrong and whar ro do at this time.
In a more long-term plan the group should try to continue to make contact with new
traders, extension services, government agencies, credit-providers, trainers, etc.
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Tools for collective marketing
Finding and making use of market infonnation 17
Why market information is important"
To get the best price for your goods you must try to find out what the best price is!
How can farmers know if the price being offered by a trader fur their goods is the best
price the trader can pay? If there are several traders compering fiercely with each other to
purchase the farmer's goods, the farmer can feel confident that the trader is offering a rur
price to the farmer. Unfortuoately, in all countries of the world, including Uganda, traders will take advantage of farmers if the farmers don't know what the real market price is.
Some traders will even collude with each other so that all the traders offer the rumer the
same low price. In other words, farmers lose money because they lack infurmation about
the market.
Although infurmation about prices is very important, rumers need other types of market
information to sell their goods successfully.
They need to know how much of a particular product can be sold to a particular
trader. Some traders only deal in small quantities and some traders only deal in very large
quantities. It would also be useful if they could find our the cost of hiring a truck if they
need to use one.
They also need to know if a road linking them to markets has been cut, perhaps because
of flooding or a mudslide. Farmers can also benefit by knowiog about expected crop yields in
the rest of the country, whether cargoes ofproducts are being imponed from other countries
and whether there is more demand fur one product or another. This type of information
helps them to decide what to grow and when to sell it.
The lack of modern communication systems in the region represents a serious disadvantage fur successful marketing. Very few farmers own or have access to a telephone. The
high cost of travelling to distant places maltes it impossible fur farmers to compare the
prices being offered by traders in different market places. Most farmers have no option but
to bring their produce to the local village market fur sale or to wait fur a travelling (itinerant) trader to visit their farm. In either case, they have no means of checking if the trader
is offering a fuir price fur their goods.
When the markets were controlled by government marketing boards, official prices
were fixed by these boards at the same level often fur months on end. In those days farmers knew what price they should be receiving. Nowadays, wholesale prices can move up
and down depending on the volume of supply and demand. The prices of some perishable
17Market infonnatioD services: theory and prnctia:. Adrew Sbepbered. FAO 1997e.

lBundem:anding and using information services: theory and practice. Adrew Shepbered. FAO 2000.
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crops, such as tomatoes, can move up and down several times in a single day. Such crops
as maize, beans, and cassava, can be stored for longer periods of time and so price changes
tend to be more gradual.
Price changes can make life difficult for both the trader and the farmer. In order to
know which price to accept, farmers must obtain information from outside their village
about prices and market conditions in the nearest town and provincial cities in different
parts of the country,
At present, most of this information comes from travellers—neighbors who have just
visited relatives, lorry drivers, etc.—and from any extension workers or development agencies who might be working in the area. Farmers can also learn something from traders but
this information may be unreliable as the trader may want to purchase the farmer's goods
at the lowest price possible.
Despite these difficulties, farmers must try to get as much information as possible. This
can be made easier if this work as a group. They could, for example, choose one of their
members to travel to a more distant market place to find out about prices, the amount of
product they could sell at a given price, etc.
Finding out the price being paid at one or two of the markets where the group could
bring its goods to sell on one particular day will not guarantee the farmers that price if
they bring their goods to one of those markets several days later, however. The price could
change between those two dates. The best way to get a more accurate and up-to-date idea
of the price they are likely to get would be to telephone traders at each market to find out
the going price on the day (or the day before) the goods are ready to be transported.
For this reason it is important for the group to have access to a telephone and use it to
gather market information and to contact traders when they have products for sale.
It may not always be possible to telephone a trader but it may be possible to find a
reliable person in the town in which the market is located who owns or has access to a
telephone and who would be willing to travel to the market to find out the information
needed by the group.
It may also not be possible for the group to invest in a mobile or land-line telephone. In
many places telephones are too expensive. If this is the case, every effort should be made to
travel to the nearest telephone, make the necessary calls, and bring the information quickly
back to the group. This information will help the farmers to decide which market to bring
their goods to or whether to wait until prices improve (prices may not improve, of course).
If traders are willing to bring a lorry to the group's storage place, the representative of the
group can use the telephone to identify which trader is paying the best price and/or offering
the best payment conditions.
Another way of getting more information about the current market price of a product
is to find out what price the trader is selling at. If, for example, he or she is selling a product at 100 shillings/ kg and buying only at 50 shillings/kg and the costs for moving the
product is only 10 shillings/kg—the trader is obviously trying to make too much profit at
the farmers' expense.
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the agricultural sector. The services include: (i) a localized marker infurmation service that
aims to meet the specific needs of small-scale furmers and rraders ar the distrier or cluster
of dismas level; (ii) a national marker information service that provides a regular overview
of the counrrywide marker status rargering govemmenr, national rraders, and fuod Secuflry
agencies, and (iii) a regional marker information service thar aims to suppon the needs
of the furmal and infurmal rraders involved with cross border rrade of high volume staple
commodities. For funher infurmation on FOODNET see www.fuodner.egiar.org

Local market information services
This service aims to meer the need of a dismer or clusrer of districrs. The service has a dedicared marketing officer who provides infurmation from the principal markers in the disrrier
and relates this information to the national siruation. In addition to providing furmers with
local news the service also provides furmers with educational radio programs on "how to
use marker infurmation" and also provides rraining in collective markering.

!

National market information
The national marker infurmation service collecrs daily wholesale and rerail price dara from
4 markers in Kampala, (see Appendix 3) and collecrs weekly prices of28 commodities from
19 dismcrs across the counrry (Appendix 4). This information is relayed back to 7-8 million
people rhrough a weekly marker news repon on local FM radios (see example scripr Appendix 5). lnfurmation can be accessed on the FOODNET website and through email.
Regional market trade intelligence
The purpose of the regional service, Regional Agricultural Trade InteUigence Network
(RATlN) is to srrengilien fuod secutiry and enhance economic growth based on increased
volumes and value of inter-regional and extra-regional rrade. RATIN currendyoperates in
fuur counmes, Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya, and Tanzania and is focussed on the information
fur the most highly rraded commodities in the region-maize and beans. Unlike the market
infurmation services which are mainly focussed on spor prices, RATIN provides more of the
fundmental infurmation on rrade, including how the marker is functioning, how the crop
is perfurming across the region, weather data, current and anticipated changes in supply
and demand into the next season (Table 4). This information is therefore aimed to projecr
from a current rrade position into the future so thar rraders can make more srrategic decisions on current and future rrading options.

Why prices move up and down
Many furmers still believe thar the governments control the prices of the goods they sell.
Ir is impottant, therefure, to explain to furmers that prices move up and down in any fu:e
marker system and that price changes are no longer controlled by governments.
The prices ofagricultural goods change from day to day or week to week because prices
are affeered by changing parrerns of supply and demand. Every furmer has noticed that
when rainfull is low in a season and harvest yields of, say, maize are low, the price of maize
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custom"", more. When there are abundant supplies, they lower the price to attract more
custom"", and lower the price they are prepared to pay to &rme...
There are many other fucto.. which could affect supply and deruand. If transport is
limited or roads made impassable due to heavy rain, supplies will be restricted. Supplies are
also cut if plant diseases, such as cassava mosaic virus disease, spread through the crop and
ruin it. Pollution in lakes and rivers can affect supplies of fish. Deliveries offood aid increase
supplies in the market. A shortage of credit from banks will make it harder for traders to
purchase goods from &rm"", which will have the effect of reducing supplies. If the economy
as a whole dereriorates, more people will become unemployed and have less money in their
pockets to buy things whicll ~ for expensive types offood, such as wheat
flour, but may increase demand fur cheaper foods such as cassava. Rich tourists staying in
hotels and holiday resorts are willing to pay high prices for high quality goods.
There are so many factors that could affect the price of a particular product that it is
impossible to predicr whether prices will go up or down in the future.

How to interpret prices
Farmers may hear on the radio that the price of a particular product in a big wholesale
market in the capital city is 100 shillings/kg. The price being offered by a trader on the same
day in their village market might only be 80 shillings, however. This does not necessarily
mean that the local trader is trying to cheat them. They should remember that the trader
will have to pay for the goods to be transported to the city and that they may have to pay a
porter to carry the goods to and from the lorry. They may lose some of the produce during
the journey. They may also need to borrow money to pay the &rmer and so they must cover
the cost of the interest charged by the money lender. In addition, they must also earn a
living and so they must sell it for more than they have paid the &rmer taking all the costs
they have incurred into account.
Farmers should try to find OUt all these costs. If they then deduct these costs from the
price that the producr is trading at in the capital city they can find out roughly what profit
the trader is taking and the price that the trader should be offering if they are taking a fair
and reasonable profit.
Quality and quantity also affect price. If&rmers offer a low quality product, they cannot
expect traders to pay the best price. Traders will not pay the full price for small quantities
of goods.
Market research
The information that &rmers need most is the current price of the product they wish to
sell. Market information also includes the fullowing:
• infurmation abour the amounts of produce being bought and sold on any particular
day in the different market places that they may want to use
• infurmation about the cost and availability of transport. the names of the traders
they can contact, what weather conditions are like, etc.
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Iff.umers want to find out the long-term prospects for selling one of their products or how
successfully they can sell a new product they will need to conduct some market research.
As most f.umers in Uganda are unlikely to have the skills or resources to carry out market
research or to analyze the data from in the research, they will need the help of SPs.
Conducting market research really means trying to find our as much as possible about
the market for the goods that the f.umers want to sell. This will include:
Finding out how the price of that product has changed over a long period of

time.
Farmers need to know the maximum and minimum price they are likely to receive. It might
be that the current price is acceptable and that they could make a good income by growing
it if the price doesn't change. It may be, however, that, in the previous year and the year
before that, prices were very low. This means that the price might drop to these low levels
again and so it would be fuolish to take the risk of growing it.
Jraders dealing in the product
It would be no use producing a new product if there is no one to sell it to---or if there is
only one buyer who can control the price.
Finding out what quality of the product is needed
It may be that there is a high demand fur a product but that the customers need a very high
quality or that it needs to be packed in a certain kind of way. If the f.umers are unable to
meet these demands they should not produce it.
When the product is needed
Some products are only required at a certain time of year. Farmers need to know if they
can produce it at that time.
In order to be able to carry out market research, f.umers or the SP they work with,
should first try to see if there is any writren infurmation about the market they want to know
about. There have been many studies carried out on the agricultural markets of Uganda
by development agencies and government departmenrs. Some of these studies have looked
into the possibility of finding markets fur new products and products with a regional or
international market. Some of the resulrs of this research may be available on the internet
but specialist agencies such as IDEA and FOODNET, based in Kampala should be able to
advise f.umers where to find such infurmation.
If the f.umers are only interested in finding out about the local market fur a particular
product, they need to travel to larger markets in their area and to ask as many traders as
possible to help them obtain the infurmation they need.
They might also try to find some consumers of the product. They should quickly be
able to find out what kind oforganizations buy the product. They may be individual shops,
fuod-processing /actories, or hotels. The f.umers or their representatives will need to intetview these potential customers to discover the kind of infurmation described above.
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Analysis of data
Once this infOrmation has been collected, it should be analyzed to discover how successfully
the new or existing product could be marketed by the group.
The group needs to be sure that the findings of the research show that:
the price they are likely to receive will offer them a good and assured revenue when
taking the rost of production and any other costs into account.
there are a sufficient number of traders or other customers to sell to.

they are capable of producing the quality and quantity of product demanded by
these customers.

they are capable of producing the product when it is needed.
Once the group is satisfied that it can give a positive answer to these questions, it should
take the same step-by-step approach to marketing the goods as described earlier.
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Tools
linkages19
Fanners' groups which decide to market their goods collectively are much more likely to
succeed if they can link themselves to other useful organizations. These include government
agencies, sources of credit, transport companies. suppliers of inputs, market managers,
market information providers, seed suppliers, NCOs, schools, local government, other
funners groups, the furmers union, and trading companies.
It may take some time to build these connections but the group will need many kinds
of support and the more connections it can make the more support it is likely to receive.
SPs working with these groups can assist in this process first by analyzing the needs of
the group. They may need some very basic skills, such as literacy and numeracy. A=ss to
credit may be very important or they may need training from extension services. SP staff
members should travel with a chosen member of the group to visit the appropriate agencies
which might be able to offer these services and help them to obtain the help needed.
The most important connections needed by all funners' groups, are with traders and
trading companies. Farmers should, obviously, try to make contact with traders who deal in
the products they wish to sell. They need to have connections with small, local, and larger
traders in the district. They may even need to make a link with larger traders in the cities
if they have a big enough quantity of goods to interest such large traders.
The SP may not be willing or able to afford to act as an intermediary between the furmers
and the traders but traders are more likely to take a furmers' group seriously if they know
they are being assisted by an SP. Traders are always eager to find new people to do business
with but they must believe that they can make money by trading with them.
It may also be possible to build up a network of connections which could increase help
to the furmers still further. A credit-providing agency, for example, lends money to a seed
supplier who could provide the group with seeds. The furmers group could then sell the
crop grown from the seeds back to the seed supplier who could then return the loan to the
credit-providing agency. It is possible that another NCO could guarantee this loan. Local
market managers could also help the group by linking them up with the traders who use
the market.

Communications
Even though furmers' groups must be able to communicate as best they can with organizations and companies outside their area, they also need a good system for communicating
with each other.

19A guide to building small f.trmer group associations and networks. FAO 2001.
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Communicating with outside organizations
Modern communication systems such as telephone networks and FM radio stations are
being established in most parts of Uganda.
If furmecs wish to trade effectively with the outside world, they should do their best to
acquire or get access to some form of modern communication system--a mobile phone
would be ideal in the areas where such networks exist.
Ofcourse, it is of no use to have a telephone if you don't know who to telephone. Many
of the larger traders now have mobile telephones, however. It is also likely that NGOs and
other development agencies have telephone lines. The telephone numbers of these and
organizations which might be useful to furmers should be recorded for future use.
Mobile phones and SMS
In many countries in eastern Africa including Uganda, there has been an "explosion" in
the use of mobile telephones. As there are no wire connections, coverage for these phones
has penetrated into many remote rural areas and in Uganda, virtually the entire country is
accessible on one of the three mobile phone systems.
These phones not only provide voice services, they also allow for short rext messages
(SMS). The text message is cheaper than a phone call and can be used to ask a known
trader questions such as 'What is your best price for twO tonnes of good quality large
beans,' Alternatively, the SMS can be sent out to many traders within the locality with
an offer, e.g., 'Zabade farmers offer large beans delivered to Kamuli town market, 400
Uganda shillings/kg, stocks held are 15 ronnes, as of 12 Monday, 14:00 hts. If interested.
call On-333456.'
In Uganda. the SMS platform is being used to transfer data from the field to the
market information services. However. for farmers and traders. a dial up service has also
been established which enables farmers ro call into an SMS center and ask for prices of the
major commodities. In Uganda. FOODNET has set up a system whereby the caller can
ask for prices of the following commodities across the country-maize. millet. rice • simsim, sorghum. beans, groundnuts, sunflower, matooke, cassava, Irish potato, sweetporato,
cocoa, coffee. vanilla.
The system operates on a call up system. whereby the caller dials in a key word as lisred
above. e.g., 'maize' and then sends this message to the SMS service provider. e.g.• '198'.
After 3-5 seconds the phone will receive an SMS message which will display prices as follows:- Maize..UGS/KG-W/SALE:KIa225 Aru350 GIu200 Iga210 JjaZlO Kab230 Ksel80
Lra220 Lwr300 Msk350 MsiZOO Mb1230 Mbr275 Rki180 Sor250 Tro250. FOODNET
* RADIO WORKS 7/02/04>1).
Mobile phones are available across large parts of the country in eastemAfrica and provide
a new information platform that has much to offer for trade. The SMS commodity service
is currently operating in Uganda and Kenya.
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'"Acronyms of
See Map 1 Ii" 1ocIrio",,· KIa· Kampala;Aru -Arua; Glu- Gulu; Iga-Iganga;Jja - Jinja;
Kab-Kabale;K.e-Kas=;I.m·Ura;Lw.-Luwcro;M.k-Ma.aka;Msi-MWruli;MbI-MbaIe;Mb'-M........ Rki-Ra1W;
Sor - Soron; and Tro - Totoro.
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Radio broadcasts
In most areas of Uganda, FM radio stations have begun to operate. Most of these srations
are commercial enterprises that earn their income from broadcasting advertisements. The
companies who pay the radio stations for advertising their wares want the broadcasts to
be heard by as many people as possible. These broadcasts, therefore, have to be interesting
and entertaining. In toral areas most listeners are likely to be fumers and some radio srations have realized that fumers are interested in listening to program about fuming and
program that offer market information about agricultnral products. Some governments
and other agencies are making such program and are able ro provide them to these local
FM stations.
Farmers are likely ro know if they can receive fuming program on their radios but some
effort could be made ro contact these local radio stations. If they are not broadcasting such
program, they could be asked ifit were possible for them to do so. Ifthey are, furmers should
express their opinion on whether the program are useful-are they being broadcast at the
right rime of day? Is the market information accurate? AIe they broadcasting in the right
language? If the station understands that more furmers would listen to their broadcasts if
they improved their programs, they would have a big incentive to try to comply. If furmers
regularly contact the station, it will help the broadcasters to match the information they
put out with the fumers' needs.
E-mail and the web
Most of the largest traders in Uganda own computers which, when linked to the relephone
system with a modem, can communicate with other similarly linked computers bye mail.
Although e-mail is an extremely cheap way of communicating, the cost of a computer is
quite beyond the means of ordinary fumers. In addition, those wishing to use e-mail need
some training on how to operate the and must be able to read, write, and type competendy.
For an averagely inreIligent and literate person with no f.nniliariry with computers to reach
the necessary competence to use e-mail, it might rake a week of training. If rbar person is
already furniIiar with computers, operating e-mail could be learned in an hour. Computers
still often go wrong, however, and operators need to have access to a computer engineer to
put it right when this happens.
Farmers' gtoups contemplating the use of a computer in order to be able to use ...mai1
would, therefore, need trained personnel, a working phone conneerion, supply ofe1ectriciry,
and the computer itsel£ They could ouly justify the use ofsuch equipment if they needed to
do business with traders who also use ...maiI. This means that only comparatively wealthy
or large 'gtoups of groups' are likely to be able to use e-mail. Some fumers, however, may
be lucky enough to be working closely with a well-organized SP or may be working with a
sales agent in the location where their goods can be sold. If these contacts also use e-mail,
fumers might be able to make good use of this equipment.
If a furmers gtOUp has access to ...maiI, they will also automatically have access to the
internet or worldwide web. There are literally millions of information sources available on
this system including the texts of many newspapers and journals, agencies offering furm-
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ing advice, information about available fanning equipment, and market information for
internationally traded agricultural commodities. Unfortunately, the web carries very few
sources of information about local African markets although some efIOrt is being made to
begin supplying such information.

Communication within the group
Establishing a proper communication system between members of the group is just as
important as communication with outside organizations and firms. This is another reason
why groups should keep their membership limited to the number of fanners who can be
easily reached on foot or by bicycle.
Members need to be contacted to find out when they are harvesting crops for sale and
each rumer needs to contact the rest of the group if they have any delays or difficulties
in delivering goods. Most imPOrtantly, each member has to be informed about the date.
place, and rime of meetings or about the decisions taken at meeting if they are unable to
artend.
Most African fanners are extremely good at passing on infOrmation to each other but,
when it comes to group activities. this communication must be conducted in a systematic

way. A list of members should be used to make sute that each fanner is regularly contacted
to keep them and the group fully informed abour all collaborative activity.
For groups of rumers who live near to each other, this should not be a problem as
members can be contacted by walking or cycling to their houses. Many rumers working
poor land live some distance from each other, however.

Relationship with traders
In BotsWana there are very few local traders in agricultural products. There are two main
reasons for this. The government still controls the market of the main agricultural products
and most other goods are imported from South Africa. Even locally produced goods are
distributed by Iatge South Mrican firms. This means that rumers who wish to sell their
goods in local markets have to do two jobs. They are rumers but they are also traders. They
have to find retail shops or roadside markets that are willing to purchase their goods and
then negotiate prices and other sales conditions. They then have to arrange for the goods
to be transported from their rums to the shop or stall. This takes them a considetable
amount of time.
Fanners have neither the training nor the experience to act as traders. In most developed
countries rumers rely on a network of professional traders to act as intermediaries between
them and the customers. The problem with the agricultural market in many African countries is that there are too many 'middle meri between the rumer and the customer and these
traders do not compete with each other enough to make sure that they offer the fanner the
best price. There would be less need for market information if rumers could be sure that
traders were cutting costs and profit margins in order to win business from the fanner.
The typical market chain in Africa is made up ofvery small-scale traders who buy from
the fanners, medium-scale traders who buy from the small-scale traders, and very latge-scale
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ttaders who buy the goods from the medium-sized ttaders. The price paid for the goods
increases as the barches of ttaded goods get larger with each transaction. Collective marketing allows furmers to cut out the smaller ttaders in this market chain.
Ofcouzse, there are """"ptions to this typical model. Some large ttaders employ agenrs to
travel around the country to buy directly from furmers. In addition. some furmers are lucky
enough to be able to sell all their surplus goods directly to customers in village markers or
ar roadside stalls. If a furmers' group can dispose ofits products at higher prices. it should
continue to do so but this option will not apply to most furmers.
If furmers groups can cut out the bottom level of small-scale traders they are likely to
make more money but they are also likely to upset these local ttaders who will have less
products to buy and sell. These local ttaders may have good relations with the larger ttaders
and might persuade these larger traders to stop doing business with the furmers.
Most African countries have too many ttaders making a living out of poor furmers. The
market would improve if there were fewer but larger trading companies. as there are in
developed countries. Farmers could be paid more aod consumers would pay less if traders'
costs were cut. Larger companies are generally more efficient thao small companies as they
too can take advaotage of economies of scale.
It is very important. however. for furmers to maintain good relations with ttaders. Ifall
traders went out of business. furmers would have to act as ttaders as they do in Botswana,
and would have less time to produce the goods they need to sell. Traders are also the best
source of market information. imperfect as that may be.
The best way of ensuring a good. working relationship with traders is to become a
reliable supplier of consistent quality products--to make sure that products are available
at the date agreed with the ttader and to sell them at a price that is f.Ur to the ttader and
the furmer.
Negotiating with traders

Traders know of many tricks that they can use to get the highest profit for themselves. They
may not tell the truth about the market price. They may claim that the quality of the goods
is not up to standard. They may threaten not to do business with the furmer uuless the
furmer agrees to a lower price. They may collude with other ttaders so that all the ttaders
in the area olrer the same low price.
Most of these problems could be overcome iffurmers provide themselves with accurate,
up-to-date market information.
Farmers waot the highest price for their goods aod the trader waots to pay as little as
possible. At the same time. the furmer worries that if he or she demands too high a price.
the ttader will refuse to buy and the furmer will be left with ao unsold product which might
rot or deteriorate over time. The furmer should remember. however. that the traders must
buy products or they will go out of business. Traders also want to buy a certain quantity
-to make up a 10Ity load or to maintain the turnover of their business.
Negotiating with a ttader is like a game of cards-traders often bluff. They pretend
that they know of maay other furmers who are willing to sell at a cheaper price. They may
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also pretend that the quality of the product being offered by the fumer is low. If possible,
therefore, farmer.; should tty to find out what pria: other farmelS are selling at. Some of them
may, indeed, be selling at lower prires but they may ouly have small quantities to sell.
The negotiation usually starts with the trader offering to pay a low pria: and the farmer
insisting on a high price--a pria: that should be based on the market information they
have received. Uuless the farmer can be absolutely sure that the pria: they are suggesting is
the pria: the trader will pay, the idea of the game should be for the final agreed pria: to be
somewhere in between the trader's offer and the pria: that the farmer first demanded.
It should be understood that farmers will never get the very best pria: for their goods
uu1ess they are prepared to refuse to sell to the trader and risk eoding the negotiations. It
may be, of course, that the farmer is in a weak bargaining position because:
- he doesn't know of any other traders to negotiate with
- the product is starting to deteriorate
- he is desperate for money
In this position, all the farmer can do is plead with the trader for a higher pria: than
the trader offers and to say that, if the trader does pay a higher price, (whee new quantiries
of the product are available) the fumer will become a reliable supplier.
If, on the other hand, the farmer knows several other traders and is not desperate to sell
at. that moment. he should be soong (or appear to be strong) and refuse to sell unless the

trader pays a higher pria:. His bargaining tactics should be as tough as that of the trader.
At the same time, it is often wise not to insist on the very highest pria: because the fumer
may need the help of the trader in the future. The farmer needs to have the reputation for
being a reliable supplier of a consistent quality product so that traders will acquire the habit
of visiting him regularly and taking him seriously.
Reputation is:
It takes time for a business to build a relatiouship of trust with partnelS. Building strong
business relatiouships is something that needs to be worked upon by the group constantly.
The group should tty to make sure that relatiouships within the group and relationships
between the group and outside business partnerships ate cultivated with care.
The "reputation" of a group is built by making sure that you olrer the customer, the
trader, the client, the very best quality of product and servia: that you can offer. Making
sure that the client is aware of your quality, that the pria: is fuir, and that each sale builds
upon the last business transaction will assist in building respect for the group.
Similarly, in dealings with other businesses such as banks, input suppliers, and transporters, honest business practia: and being true to your word will plaa: you in a position
to build upon previous actions.
All too ofteo, one hears stories of fumers doing the following:
i.
Adding sand to the grain at the time of sale to increase the weight of their bags
ii. Adding stones to bulk the commodity
iii. Mixing good product with poor product
iv. Mixing wet product with dry product
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v.

Refusing to pay loans
Selling their produce to one buyer after baving agreed on a price with another trader
vii. Accepring credit in the furm of seeds or fertilizer from a rrader and then selling the
produce to another rrader
viii. Adulterating the products of other f.umers to make themselves look good
Traders are aware of these tricks, and in the end, poor business practice leads to a reputation fur unrrustworthiness. Traders will avoid sum groups and the business opporrunity
will be lost. Once the eredibility of a group is lost, it is vety difficult to rebuild.
Honesty and customer service are probably the most important principles of good
business practise and all groups should hold to these principles if they are to build a longVI.

term business.

"Achieving a good reputation is a life's work; losing your reputation can be
achieved in a moment and will fast a lifetime"
If f.umers are not very satisfied with the final price being offered by the rrader but feel they
need to sell some of their stock, they should consider selling, say, half of it and then look
around fur another rrader willing to buy the second half at a berrer price.
A tactic used by one Ugandan group was to employ the services ofan experienced rrader
to help them conduer negotiations. Some local rraders may lose their livelihood when the
group starts to do business with bigger rraders. Such people should be available to work
fur f.umers' groups. They will know how to do business and have the necessary negotiating skills. It is also likely that they will link up with other rraders to get accurate market
infurmation. Anyone from outside the group who is offered such a responsible job should,
however, not be rrusred completely until he has won this trust of the group. They could be
tempted, fur example, to agree to a low price with the rrader, claiming it was the best price
they could get, and afterwards receive a cash bonus from the rrader.
Sale contracts"
Although it is still not common practice in the region fur rraders and f.umers to enter
into written conrracts, it may be possible, after many successful rransactions, fur large groups
of f.umers to suggest to the rrader that they draw up sum a conrraer to supply a particular
ptoduct on a regular, long-term hasis. This conrract should be sigoed by the f.umers' representative, the rrader, and an independent wirness.
The ptice could be linked to a price announced by a market infurmation provider and
the quantity offered fur sale, fur example evety season, could be flexible (within a range) a
minimum and maximum. The conrract would then have to specifY the quality (and packing,
if apptopriate) and the date and place at the product will be made available.
Supply conrracts help f.umers to plan ahead. There is no point in entering into such
conrracts, however, if the rrader is unreliable or if the conrraer cannot be enfurced and at

2lConttacrurai

Marketing. CEDO 2003.
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an affimlable rate. All such contracts should have a "force majeure" clause, which protects
the &rmers if they are unable to deliver the goods though fuctors out of their control such
as had weather and plant disease.

Record keeping
If the group begins by selling only one batch of goods. say. every two months. record-keeping is very simple.
The names of each member of the group have to be kept on a list.
The quantiry (weight. number of bags. etc.) delivered to the collection point has to
be recorded against each name. Qualiry differences between the goods delivered by each
/armer have to be recorded too.
Once the goods have been sold. the proceeds have to be divided up. Some money may
have to be paid to those members who have carried out assignments on behalf of the whole
group. These amounts need to be agreed upon before the transaction takes place. Some
money may have to be set aside in some secure place if the group bas decided this in advance.
Such funds may be used by the group to buy some equipment, for example. Accurate records
must be made of the money in this savings account and one or two members should be
hdd responsible for its safekeeping.
The remaining proceeds must be distributed as quickly as possible to each member
according to the amount of produce they delivered. Members who have delivered a poor
quality product might have to be paid less if the trader bas been unable to pay the best
price for that poor quality product. Any reductions in payment for poor quality deliveries
should also be agreed in advance.
Every group should start their collective marketing in this simple way in order for
them to get used to the way these records are generated and used. The group should not
attempt to move on to more complicated activity until they are absolutdy sure that they
have mastered these tasks.
Record keeping becomes much more complicated when the group begins to get involved
in multiple deals selling multiple products and purchasing inputs.
If no one in the group bas the necessary skills and experience to catty out this type of
administration. the group would be wise to have one member trained for this kind ofwork.
It is extremdy easy to get into a muddle if proper books are not kept.
Such activities are nor. however. rocket science. They can be learned in a lew days from
a good and experieneed trader. It maybe that. when the number of transactions increases. a
member of the group will have to spend plenty of time keeping records. handling proceeds.
and operating savings accounts.

Money matters
The group will decide whether it wants to distribute all the proceeds from sale to its members
or whether to establish a group savings scheme. It may be that the group is too poor or too
much in debt to contemplate saving even a small part of the money. Collective marketing,
however. should have the effect of increasing the total revenue of the group and there could
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be considerable advantages in investing savings, either to help obtain credit, or to buy new
equipment, or other inputs.
At a simple level, the group could hold back a small proportion of the proceeds from
each sale and save it up until they have enough to buy a vehicle or storage facility or whatever
else they have decided to buy. Even a small amount of group cash can be used to borrow
more money to improve the members' farms or income.
There are many schemes in Uganda which enable businesses to borrow money although
very little money is lent to farmers. This is because farming is a vety risky business. Some
of the largest aid agencies, however, do offer what they call micro credit. These are ofren
small amounts of money lent at reasonable interest rates. Even these agencies are reluctant
to lend money to anyone who has no assets. If the group has some assets and is seen to
have proper rules governing their activities, some of these agencies are prepared to of!er
'matching funds' to the group. In other words, they will contribute loans which equal the
value of the group's assets andlor savings. Farmers should contact an SP to find out how to
get in touch with microcredit providers for help.
In order to qualify for such help the group's funds will have to be held in a properly
registered bank-usually the hank owned by the microcredit providers. All farmers should
be wary of using banks, however, as many banks have gone broke in the past and the
farmers who have deposited their money with them have lost everything. They should
not deposit money in any bank that is not controlled by a large international company or
development agency.
All hanks charge interest on loans and the group should only borrow money if they are
sure that the increased revenue they get from the use of the borrowed funds is considerably
greater than the cost of interest. They should also make sure that they earn interest on any
funds that they deposit with the bank.
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Maintaining momentum
Momentum
Sustaining collective marketing
If collective marketing proves to be beneficial, the group needs to continue it. There are
many fuctors that could prevent this:
- A transaction that goes horribly wrong could discourage further activity.
- A local NGO which has helped the group in its initial stages could withdraw its
support; the group may not feel confident enough to continue without that help.
A member of the group who has been instrumental in organizing the group may be
unable to continue to do so.
It may also be that the group becomes so used to a routine of carrying out these activities that it neglects to hold meetings or /ails to carry out proper record keeping. When this
happens members can quickly distrust one another.
This manual has stressed the imporrance of holding regular meetings even when the
activities are successful but, especially, when things go wrong. Ouly by identifying good
practice and analyzing bad practice can the group maintain high standards and change
practices when necessary. The key to the group's success is participation by the whole group
in developing systems that work best and this can ouly be done at regular meetings.
At each meeting there should be a report from all those engaged in work on behalfof the
group so that they have a chance of telling everyone about their successes and difficulties.
The group should never allow a single person to become indispensable. They must
always try to pass on their skills and experience to an assistant or co-worker. Although it is
useful to have strong, charismatic leaders, they must never be allowed to oppose or dominate
the democratic will of the group.
If a transaction goes wrong, the reasons for fuilure must be thoroughly discussed so
the group can decide whether to continue group activities or abandon them. If it is
found that the things that went wrong can be corrected by changing the systems, appoinring someone else to carry out a task. gerting better market information, purchasing some
simple equipment or finding different traders to deal with, then it might be possible to
learn from the mistake and make successful transactions in the future.
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The important lesson is to maintain and improve standards and ensure proper and
regular participation by the whole group.
In order to maintain momentum it is also useful not to stand still There are always new
things that can be done to expand collective action. Decisions ro increase the number of
products sold collectively or to carry out more quality control or to increase processing of
the goods should not be made until the gmup has complerely mastered existing activities.
Once this has happened the gmup should accept new challenges. If members see clearly
thar, with each new activity, their income grows and they are working harmoniously with
their neighbors, then they will readily accept a new challenge.

Regular assessment of the group's progress
Evety projecr should be regolarlyassessed by the SP to measure progress or lack of progress
and to decide if the methodology and practice are bringing the expected results. The lessons
that are learned by evety success and fuilure might mean that some changes are necessary.
The SP might decide to continue working with a gmup even if they have had set-backs
provided that the SP and the gmup stilI reel they can achieve their aims in the end.
On the other band, it would be wrong to continue working with a group that fuils to
respond to advice and loses its enthusiasm for the project.
Although the project should be monitored constantly, it should be properly assessed
at least once a year.

Expanding the group
The general rule should be to take great care about admitting new members. When a
group is working well together they form close and trusting bonds with each other. A new
member can disrupt these bonds--they may be thought of as newcomers who should earn
their place in the gmup. Existing members may think that they should get a lesser share of
the benefits they have worked to hard to obtain. If they have been introduced by a friend
or relation in the existing gmup, that friend might resent the way the newcomer is being
treated. In addition, bigger gmups mean bigger meetings and it is hard enough to make
sure everyone, even in small groups, gets their say. Taking on new members should ouly be
done if everyone in the gmup agrees.
Joining forces with other groups

Despite this warning, there is no reason why the gmup should not furm a close relationship
with other similar gmups. They could even help furm another group.
There could be great benefits in one group pooling its resources with another so long
as each group maintains its autonomy and makes and abides by its own rules. Cooperation
could come in many forms-they could share equipment, combine quantities of goods fur
sale, exchange infurmation, or hire an employee jointly. They could also have joint meetings
fur the purpose of extension training.
Whatever relationship gmups have with each other they should not become competitive and it might be possible to strike an agreement with another group to this effect. They
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should try not to undercut each other on price or monopolise some equipment or service.
If. however, this relationship breaks up, the group should be ready at any time to go back
to working by themsdves.

Forming groups of groups
Even when a group of mmers has mastered the ability to work closdy together to matket
their goods collectively, they may still find that they do not produce enough surplus products
to interest the latgest traders who may pay the best prices.
These groups ruight be in a position to form an alliance with several other similar groups.
This may not be possible in the early srages of group formarion. This is because there are,
as yet, so few collective marketing groups in Uganda and it is impossible to organize bigger
furmers' organizations without first building a latge network of smaller groups.
The fonnation of much latger furmers' organizations should be the future goal of service-providing organizations, however. If, let us say, 10 groups of 50 members each could
come together, their surplus output would be as latge as that of some of the largest mms
in Uganda. Such a 'group of groups', or apex groups as they are sometimes called, could
coordinate their activities and increase their econoruies of scale still further. Groups of this
size ruight be able to afford a truck, buy mobile telephones aod computers, employ professional staff. and negotiate long-term sales contracts with the latgest traders.
But how would such large associations ofmmers work togerher? Even when latge groups
are formed, it is very importaot for each of the smaller groups which make up this latge
group to retain their independence aod to control their own affairs. At present, it would be
impossible for 500 furmers to meet and make decisions effectively. In order to work with
other groups, one or two chosen members from each group would need to represent their
members at meetings attended by the chosen representatives from all the other groups.
At these meetings the representatives may recommend, for example, to purchase equipment for the use of all the groups in the association. Each representative would then return
to his or her own group to discuss this suggestion. If this local group agreed with the idea,
they would instruct their representative to reflect this decision at their next meeting.

Using commodity exchanges
Most countries with a latge agricultural sector have established commodity exchanges. A
commodity exchange was recendy set up in Kampala which could be of use to latge furmer
associations or groups of furmer groups. The commodity exchange is a place where people
with products to sell come together with people who wish to buy the product. Samples
of the goods are displayed to allow the buyers to examine them. All the buyers then offer
a price at which they are prepared to buy the goods and the buyer who offers the highest
price purchases the goods. These transactions take place in public so that everybody knows
the price and other conditions agreed in every transaction.
Unforrunatdy, commodity exchanges cannot deal in small batches of goods so only
large producers or latge mmer associations cao make use of them.
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Appendix 1
Fanners groups-case studies
(Source: FoodnetINRI, 2002, Transaction Cost Analysis, Kampala)
Fanners groups have the potential to reduce overall transaction costs and to improve
relarive net prices to wmers. The following three case studies, which illustrate encouraging developments for the future of FCEs in Uganda, were analyzed during the course of
the assignment.

I. The Nakisenhe Adult literacy Group INAlG) Iganga
Background. NALG is a wmers' maize markering group, located in Iganga. It developed
from an adult literacy group formed in 1993, into a wmers group with the aim of encouraging the pooling of their produce to improve markering efficiency, quality, and prices.
NALG claims to be the pioneers of a system, now in its fifth season, which has transformed
wmers into wmers/traders. NALG currently receives technical and financial support from
the IDEA Project.
NALG currently has about 850 active members, all furmers, 60% ofwhom are women,
drawn from the Iganga, Kamuli, Bugiri, and Mayuge districts. The group's organization
involves a management committee of seven members, a secretariat of six members, and a
genera! assembly of all members.
In 2001, NALG sold a tora! of 1367 tonnes of maize (450 tonnes in season 1,917 tonnes
in season 2, and has a target of2200 tonnes (1200 tonnes + 1000 tonnes) in 2002.
Funaion and5ervices. NALG functions as (I) a sales/commission agent for its members,
(2) operates 16 (ex cooperative) stores in the (4) districts from which membership is drawn,
(3) provides training and advice on postharvest handling and quality standards, (4) provides
agricultural inputs, (5) provides marketing information to wmers.
Stores. A standard 50 fr x 150 fr (capacity 300 tonnes) renred at Ush 100000 per season (6
months). When visited, the stores seemed to lack security.
Sales commission. Currently Ush 10/kg, and is approximately 10% ofsale value ( the current
maize price is only about Ush 100/kg, compared to Ush 200-250/kg last year)
Postharvest extension services. Geared to meering buyers' quality standard requirements.
Agricultural inputs. Provided by making credit available, or in "kind" and are secured against
the value of furmers' maize in store.
Marketing information on maize prices is provided weekly at NALG stores, and show levels
at NALG store, town, and village.
NALG operations. Fanners deliver maize to NALG stores, or NALG arranges collection.
Maize is cleaned and checked for quality before storage is permitted. If the maize is of
marginal quality NALG will clean it, but if it is of poor quality and highly infested, it is
rejeered and usually sold to local Posho millers.
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When a farmer's maize has been accepted into an NALG store he/she is given an official
smrage cenificate, issued by the Nakisenhe Produce Centre (NPC) which states:
• Item (maize)
• Grade (A or B---<Is tested before acceprance)
• Quantity (minimum 1 bag of 100 kg)
• Received by (Smre manager's signarure)
• An authorization by the owner (farmer) for the NPC to seU the cenified produce at
a minimum price, less deduction of fees which are as foUows (current Ush rates in
brackets):
Drying (41kg)-from 18/20% to, say < 14% which usually takes 2 days at 21kg per day
Packing/stitching (21kg)
Bagging (5/kg)
Storage (5/kg)-no time limit/until sale is made
Transfer (31kg)-transport from farm to store, if required
Sales commission (IO/kg)
Total cost = Ush 291kg
The maize is either sold by the NPC, or can be taken back by the cenificate holder,
afrer deduction of fees. The cenificates are transferable, usually between farmers with the
endorsement of the NPC. The system is a basic form of warehouse receipt system, but
withoU[ credit availability, except for agricultU£ai inputs where, apparently, the stored maize
is used as coUatecal.
Marketing and sales. A primary aim ofNALG is to obtain premium prices for its members
by pooling quantities, improving and standardizing quality, and contracting with larger
buyers/traders, i.e., eliminating some of the middlemen in the marketing chain (e.g., itinerant tradets, roadside assemblers, village marker operators).
A main market is the World Food Program (WFP), whose terms require delivety £0 a
specified location, e.g., WFP Warehouse, Tororo. Contracts are usually for a minimum of
100 tonnes, and payment is in US DoUars.
For obvious practical reasons, NALG contracts with WFP as the principal, and not as
an agent on behalf of its farmer membets. It would appear that farmer members are not
aware of the margin made by NALG between NALG store and WFP store. There are costs
involved in this aspect of the transaction, which were advised as foUows: Cost of Performance
bond in Iavor ofWFP - 5% of contract value, valid for 90 days.
Interest-payment by the WFP is 30 days afrer presentation of documents
Inspection and cenification charges (SGS)-Ush IIkg
Fumigation cenificate charges (MOA)-Ush 40 000 pet contract
Membership ofAssociations (ACC)-Ush 100 for each registration
Notwithstanding the above costs, there is an additional profit margin over and above
their sales commission, which may cause problems (lack oftransparency/maybe not deliberate) in the future, as NALG expands volume.
Other markets are Kampala based traders. UGT quality srandards were not available,
but believed to be higher than those of the WFP.
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Conclusion. The NALG model is of great interest in view of its potential as a model for
replication in maize production areas countrywide and in other crop marketing systems.
e.g.• beans and cassava; and for development as a genuine warehouse financing systems
benefiting small-scale farmers.
The key issue is whether NALG can be self-sustaining, without the financial and technical support currendy being given by the IDEA Project.

2. The Masindi seed and grain growers association, Value Added
Center (MSGGA), Masindi
MSGGA was originally formed in 1984 as a cooperative. and its current constitution

dates only !Tom 1995. It comprises about 100 farmer members (about 50 active members)
located within a radius of approximately 50 km &om Masindi town. Its objective is to
buy. dry. clean. and market maize with a view to adding value for the benefit of farmers. It
also handles maize for third parties. e.g.• CBOs and refugee groups. and operates in other
commodities. primarily beans.
In 2001. the association handled between 800 and 1000 tonnes of maize including
volumes traded on its own account.
Services. It provides agricultural extension and crop postharvestlsrorage training ro
farmers.

Costs.
Transport (Fann to Masindi town central store)
On-Ioadinglweighing
Off-Ioading/stacking
Local taXes
Fumigation

Drying
Cleaning and sorting
Rebagginglstitching and stacking
Cost of storage facility and management
MSGGA Commission

Ush IO/kg
Ush 2/kg (weighing at farm gate
is discouraged)
Ush 3/kg
Ush2/kg
Ush 3/kg per round. depending
on level of infestation (once evety
30 days)
Ush4/kg
Ush3/kg
Ush 1.5/kg
Ush 5/kg
Ush 3.5/kg
Ush 37.00/kg

Maize is "pooled" and when economic quantities are available in store (say. 100 tonnes).
sales are made to the WFP and UGT on a delivered Kampala andlor Tororo basis. Additionally.lorry loads (100 x 100 kg bags-I 0 tonnes) are sold on an "offlorty" basis at the
Kampala Kisenyi market. and occasionally. sa/es are made to traders Oocal and Kampala
based) on an ex store Masiodi town basis.
The followiog tertiary marketing costs were given:
Ush 3/kg (WFP & UGT sales)
Fumigation
50 kg WFP bagging expenses
Ush 13/kg
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Security
Transport

fixed cost
Ush 401kg (to Tororo) and Ush 25
to 30/kg (to Kampala)
Contingencies/taXes!losses/damageiadministration Ush 5/kg
General comments. The following comments were made by the MSGGA management;
• Fanners ate not keen to invest in machinery and equipment to clean their maize,
e.g., shalers and sticks for threshing. The threshing cost is estimated at Ush IO/kg.
including equipment, and farmers consider both the cost and labor involved to be
prohibitive.
•

•
•

Fanners deliver their maize in trust and receive a storage (warehouse) receipt,
which can be traded between members.
Fanners ate not given credit.
Major constraints are:
- The system is based on trusr, which has been abused in the past (during the
cooperative movement period).

- There is no price differential according to farmer's quality supplied (MSGGA will
nor accept sub-standard maize into its central store)
- Lack of affordable credit.
- Poor infiastrucrure for intra-regional trade
- The need for capacity building, particularly in marketing skills.
• Lack of reliable, regular market information.
Conclusion. As in the case of the NAI.G model, the MSGGA is of great interest in view
of its potential as a model for replication in maize production areas countrywide, and for
development as a genuine warehouse financing system, benefiting small-scale farmers.
The MSSGA appears to be a sustainable operation, but whether donor financial and
technical support is being received was nor revealed.

3. The Uganda National Farmers Association (UNFA), Agribusiness ltd
(AU

AI. has been established as the commercial wing of UNFA and is a shareholder in UGT.
In 2001 it purchased around 650 tonnes of maize from UNFA members, which ir dried,
cleaned, and bagged as part of UGT's export srock for the fulfilment of the Zambian
contract. AI. only pays its furmers for FAQ maize, therefore. unlike NAI.G and MAGGA,
have not been trained to improve quality and have no access to premiums. AU; volume of
operation is currently by access to trade finance. Despite its limitations, AI. seems to have
the potential to develop into a genuine farmers marketing group, accruing benefits in terms
of increased net incomes, at furm gate level.
(Source: EU Commodity Market Information and Risk Management Report, Mandl
Mukhebi, February 2002).

~
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Appendix 2
Quality standards in Uganda and Kenya
Kenya standard spedfication for dry shelled maize
(Extracr from Kenya Bureau of Standards KS 0 I -42: 1977, amended Ocrober 1979)
Quality requirements
• Shelled maize shall be free from foreign odors, molds, live pests, rat droppings, and
other injurious conraminants.
• Shelled maize shall nor contain levels of chemical residues higher than those recommended by the Crop Srorage Technical Committee of the National Agricultural
Laboratories of the Ministry of Agriculture.
• Shelled maize shall have a whire or yellow color and may be of dent or flinr variety.
• Shelled maize shall be clean and dty.
• Shelled maize shall be classified as grade KI, K2, K3, or K4.
In addition to these quality requirements, shelled maize shall meer the following purity
standards when ir is sampled and analyzed according ro prescribed methods.
Reject maize. Shelled maize which has any commercially objectionable faulty odor or
taste or which is otherwise of disrincrly low quality shall be classified as reject maize and
shall be regarded as unfit for human consumption.
Undergrade maize. Shelled maize which does nor come within the requirements of grades
KI-K4 and is nor reject shall be rermed undergrade.

Kenya NCPB FAQ grading system
This system stipulares thar maize can only be purchased if ir complies with a single ser of
quality criteria. These are:
13.5% (maximum)
Moisture content
Foreign matter
I % maximum by weight
Broken grain
2% maximum by weighr
3% maximum by weighr
lnsecr damage

Foreign matter

Broken grains
Pest damaged grains
Other colored grains
Total defective grains

Grade requirements (~er cent bZ weight, maximum)
KI
K2
K4
K3
I
I
I
I
2
4
6
3
10
4
15
7
2
4
8
3
10
20
30
13
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Other colored grains
1% maximum by weight
Discolored grains
2% maximum by weight
None of the parameters fur defining these categories could be obtained. However, on
the assumption that they ate the same as those described fur the Kenya standard then this
single grade appears to be somewbere between Kl and K2.
Ugandan Bureau of Standards for maize exports
Pursuant to the directive Ref. TRD 137/225/01, issued by the Honorable Minister of Tourism Trade and Industry on 30 January 2004, regarding the enforcement of standards fur
maize exports, Uganda National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) will with immediate effect
implement the directive as fullows:
I. Every maize exporter shall ensure that his/her maize exports are duly inspected,
tested, and issued with a laboratory analysis certificate. Ouly certifies of analysis from
the following recognized laboratories shall be accepted.
• Uganda National Bureau of Standards
• SGS
• Chemiphar
2. Uganda Railways Corporation (URC) shall ensure that loading of maize for export
onto irs wagnns is done in the presence of and after clearing from UNBS Inspection
Officers.
3. UNBS inspectors at the Customs originating and exit points will be responsible fur
issuing "Certificates of ConfOrmity" while the maize is being loaded onto the wagnns
or trucks ready for export. The UNBS officers will ouly issue Certificates of Confurmity after ascertaining the following minimum requirements.
• That the maize meets the following minimwn requirements: moisture content
shall not exceed 14% and fureign/extraneous matrer not more than 2%.
• That the consignment of maize has a valid laboratory certificate from any of the
laboratories specified above.
• That the maize is packed in Standatdized bags and labeled with country of origin,
name of the exporter, batch number, and weight to ensure traceability.
• That the consignment of the maize has a valid phytosanitary certificate from the
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) and a fumigation certificate from a firm registered by the Agricultural Chemicals Board.
4. URA officers should ouly seal the exports and clear them fur shipment after ascertaining that the shipment is accompanied with the fullowing documentation.
• Certificate of ConfOrmity issued by UNBS
• Laboratory Analysis Certificate issued by UNBS, SGS or Chemiphat
• Phytosanitary Certificate issued by MAAIF
• Fumigation Certificate
• Certificate of Origin from the Uganda National Chamber of Commerce and
Industry
5. Any assignment that does not meet these requirements shall not be cleared fur export
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until the exporter has complied with all the recommendations that will be issued to
him by relevant authorities.
All stakeholders in the export chain are requested to comply with the requirements
indicated above which aim to uplift the quality of Ugandao maize exports.
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WeeklY price data
Uganda National Market Information Service. wholesale and retail prices.
Retail prices (in Ush per kg) for selected commodities for week 2 (12-16 Jan. 2004) PL 480 Title II Program.
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Wholesale prices (in Ush per kg) for selected commodities for week 2 (12-16 Jan. 2004).
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Appendix 5
Example of weeldy radio saipt
Radio Script No. 02, 16 January 2004
The new market Information Service
l"d:077221162,+041-223445
Email: mis@iitaesarc.co.ug, Website; www.foodnet.cgiar.org.
Author: Okoboi Geofrey
l"his "Market News" is brought to you by the FOODNE1" Market Information Service
funded by ACDI, VOCA-UGANDA USAID PL-480 TItle II Program
Highlights
• Maize harvesting in Busoga region
• Cooking banana and Irish potato prices lower in Kampala
• Groundnut harvesting in Mbarara
• District briefS
Maize harvesting in Busoga region
Second season harvests of maize grain are ongoing in Busoga region. In Jinja and Iganga,
the second season output is expected to be high owing to the mvorable weather conditions in the past months. The expected high supply is likely ro depress prices. Currently,
there is low demand for maize grain, which is wholesaling at Ush 220/kg in Jinja and at
Ush 210/kg in Iganga.
In Kampala, traders from l"anzania Lake region continue to buy lower quantities of
maize grain in Kisenyi market at Usb 235/kg off-lorry. However, for good quality dry maize,
the traders offer Ush 270/kg.
In other districts, maize prices remain srable. Maize is wholesaling at Ush 220/kg in
Masindi, Ush 230/kg in Kasese, and Usb 200/kg in Gulu. However, in western Uganda
wholesale prices for maize are high at Ush 280/kg in Rakai and Kabale, Usb 27S/kg in
Mbarara and Usb 350/kg.
Cooking banana prices lower
Retail prices for cooking bananas (matooke) have considerably reduced following the end
of the Christmas festive season. In Kampala, bardy two weeks ago, a bunch of cooking
bananas tbar retailed at Ush 8000 now goes for Ush SOOO and smaller bunches are retailing
at Usb 2500. Low demand for bananas coupled with improved supply from Mbarara and
Bushenyi districts are the main reason for lower prices.
In Mbarara, the retail price for rnatooke too, has dropped. A big bunch of 20-25 kg
retails at Ush3 000. Prices for bananas are also comparably low in Rakai and Kasese disuicts. However, retail prices for bananas remain high in Kabale and Luwero at an average
of Ush8 000 for a 20kg bunch.
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Groundnuts harvesting on

Groundnut prices have f.illen in Gulu, Ama, Masindi, and Mbarrua due to increased supply
from new harvests. In Gulu, groundnuts are wholesaling at Ush800/kg, Arua Ush900/kg,
Masindi Ush9501kg and Mbarrua Ushll OOIkg. The supply of groundnuts is also high in
Kampala; the off-lorry price is Ushl,0501kg.
In other districts where no harvests are taking place such as Luwero, Tororo, and Mba/e,
wholesale prices are averaging Ushl,3001kg.
District briefs
Masindi: The supply of beans is very low in Masindi, wholesaling at Ush.5001kg for
Nambale beans. Meanwhile, the coffee buying season that has srarred in Masindi has
attracted many buyets especially from Luwero.

Urn
Lira is now enjoying cabbages from Mbale which are wholesaling at Ush 18 000 per sack.
On the other hand, sim-sim and soya beans are currently going to Busia in large quantities,
while maize grain is taken to Kampala by Lira traders.
"Please read prices relevant ro your area from the prices spreadsheet.
The FOODNET Market Informarion Service brings this informarion to you.
Script compiled by Okoboi Geofrey.
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IncclVcntlon area
Support to farmer group formation and devdopment for
marketing and processing
Rationale

Stratcgr!!l:~_tivities

__ Qualifyil!R remarks

Help group members under· There arc limits to which an
stand the roles and rcsponsibili· external agency can influence
tics of elected leaders. Facilitate the quality of leadership.
vision setting. Assist members
to develop participatory and
transparent election rules.
Train leaders.

Leadership building should be Good leadership is cridcal to
an important component of group success. Good leaders
suppott to farmer groups.
command respect within dte
community and their group
and promote transparent
management. They tend to be
entrepreneurial. Good leader·
ship is especially impottant
during adverse times, when
dte incentives to remain in the
group arc lower.

Participatory and transpar· Participatory and transparent
eot management should be management contribute to
group success. Member pat·
encouraged.
ticipation in selection of lead·
ers and management decisions
is instrumental to accountabil

ity of the group, the greater the
extent to which larger numbers
become manageable. Ultimately,
group composition should be left
to the discretion of members.

ment costs, reduce the scope

ment and organizational capac-

co-ordination and manage-

me manage-

rhe bargaining position vis.a-vis

buyers. The stronger

cion between members. limit

ing and processing, and reduces

counterparts. Small numbers
facilitate face-to-face inrerae-

economies of scale in market-

sustainable than dlcir larger sure visits.

for conflict, and facilitate dis·
pute resolution.

bcrship

encourage small group mem- members) are likely to be more advisory role. Organize expo- scope for taking advantage of

External organizations should Small groups (say 10 to 35 Play an awareness raising and Small membership limits the

Good practice guidelines

Best practice for collective action groups.

Appendix 6

i;l

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contd)
S~tegyJactivi~es

important determinantS of
participation and transparency.
enabling members to check
minutes and records and better
understand business practices.

Literacy and numeracy are Impart training.

Ratio~

As group capacity increases.
members may be able to engage
in more complex activities.

External organizations should
advise members to concentrate
on few, simple and mutually
beneficial activities, at least
during the fust few years of
group existence.

Groups with few and simple Offer advice.
activities tend to over-perform
multipurpose groups. Group
objectives and activities should
be in accordance with group
capacity. The lauer is generally
poor in developing countries.

Ultimately. group composition
should be left to the discretion
of members.

tially) remunerative the strate- Train members in record keep-gies and activities the group is ing. accountancy. market intelable to develop.
ligence activities. etc.

Homogeneous membership Homogeneous groups (women Provide advice.
groups. kinship or caste·based
should be encouraged.
groups. member proximity due
to neighbowhood. members
producing and marketing the
same crops. etc.) tend to show
greater cohesiveness. Homage.
neous membership is conducive
to shared group vision and objectives, trust building and conflict
minimization.

marketing groups.

interventions aimed [0 develop the rnore ambitious and (poten- responsibilities of members.

Improving literacy and numer·
acy among group members is
time consuming and requires
considerable resowces.

Jl~1ng remarks

Strengthening management. The greater the group man- SuppOrt groups to develop a
organizational and business agement. organizational and simple functional structure
skills should be central to business development capacity and understand rights and

Good practice guidelines
SuppOrt organizations should
develop literacy and numerk
skills in groups in which a large
proportion of members are
illiterate.

1

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contd)
Rationale

more commercially oriented

groups.
in contractual relations with
buyers. At the same time, it

promise performance.

which can signifiQntly com-

may give rise to increased state
interference in group activities.

more beneficial to larger and

also enable the group to engage

Qualifying remarks
A decision on whether to
promote formalization should
depend on the type of group.
Formalization is likely to be
to public and private services as
well as state resources. It may

Strategy/activities

should be Emphasized from efirs accruing to members and below).
therefore their willingness to
an earIy stage.
.
remain in the group and mvest
time and resources in joint
activities.
Agribusiness firms with strong
business relationships with
groups can help overcome
management and entrepreneurial skill shortages by providing
access to inputs (sometimes on
credit). markets. and technical
assistance.

weak. The challenges are greater
in the case of remote areas and
low-value food crops.
In the specific case of contract
funning. it should be noted that
the groups involved in such
arrangements may be less able
to respond to emerging market
opportunities elsewhere in the
economy and their performance
is largely dependent on the
business success of the private
parmer.

Promotion of business linkages The performance of groups in Play an honest broker role Development ofmarket linkages
berweenmarketinggroupsand input and output marketing between groups and commer- is a challenging task in countries
input suppliers/crop buyers critically determines the ben- cial operators (more on this where the agribusiness sector is

tion).

Care should be taken before The impact of formaliza~
deciding whether to assist tion on group performance is
group formalization (registra.. unclear. It may improve access

Good practice guidelines

•

~

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contdl

keting risks.

cost and revenue implications
of production and marketing
choices, and analysis of mar·

External support agencies
should avoid subsidizing asset
acquisition. input purchases
and crop sales.

Subsidization increases intervention costs and reduces outreach; may undermine group
sustainability once support is
withdrawn; and distorts incentives fur participation. Farmers
should cooperate in marketing
when such strategy.

assisted to satisfY marketfbuyer crucial if groups are to succeed understand needs (volumes.
delivery periods. quaiil}". etc),
produce requirements.
in marketing.
Communicate dlesC needs
to producers. Provide advice
on crop and variety choices.
Deliver training on production
and postharvest management
practices.
Linkages to service providers Access to financial. technical. Supply information on existing
in areas such as extension and and other services is crucial service providers. range of sercredit should be promoted to farmers. Links to service vices off"Crcd. and conditions to
wherever relevant and feasible. providers reduces intervention access dlese services. Liaise widl
costs and contributes to sus- service providers to encourage
tainabiHty.
d1em to work with supported
farmer groups.

Provision of subsidies in the
mentioned areas may be justified in ccnain circumstancesj
for example, when groups are
expected to bear signlficant
risks arising from the innovative
or demonstrative nature of a particular activity or technology.

should be chosen by farmers
in consultation widt external
support agencies. taking into
account potential benefits.
costs and risks. as well as group
resources and capacity.

Group members should be Mceting market/buyer needs is Market and buyer surveys to Target markets and buyers

of different production cum
marketing options.

advantages and disadvantages sustainability.

Good practice guidelines
Rationale
Strategy~~~~~!ies_
Q~atifring remarks
Training should be provided Successful marketing is crucial Train members in market pros·
to enable groups to assess the to good group performance and peering activitics, assessment of

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contdl

Facilitation of appropriate
internal group dynamics. devel·
opment of management and
business capacity. promotion
of market-oriented production
and postharvest practices, and
strengthening of market links
are all important to group performance and sustainability.
Promotion of sustainable
marketing groups is a skill and
resoUIce--intensivetaskrequiring
a flexible. coach-like approach.
It involves service provision in
areas such as capacity building.
technical assistance and advice.
facilitation. and market ineelligence.

Considerable human and
fmancial resowces and time
should be devoted to the task
of building successful marketing groups.

cies should never be the main
motivation behind participation in groups.

subsidies from external agen·

enable access to grants and

common problems. Expecta~
tions that group ventures will

enables them to overcome

Rationale

Effective support to formation
and development of marketing groups requires a holistic
approach.

Good practice guiddifles

However. such subsidies should
be time-bound and used selectively and suategically.

QuaJiiYing remarkS

Allocate sufficient financial
resowces to the intervention. plan interventions over
an appropriate timeframe.
sequence activities and supPOIt. develop clear entry and
exit suategies. recruit staff with
relevant skills. build Staff capacity through training. contract
out certain services, develop
partnerships; link project clients
to service providers.

Recruitstafl'whhrelevamskillsj NGOs rardy have all the
build Staff capacity through required expertise to provide
training; contract Out service effective support in all critical
provision requiring specialized ateo:\S.
expertise not available internally; form complementary
p:umerships with other agendes; develop Jinks between
project clients and providers of
different services; etc.

Strategy/activities

aJ

Radonale

intcr-group

com-

The impact of marketing Develop a good network of
information services depends field dara collectors; usc new
not ?nly on thebrelcva nce a~d tedtnologies to gather and
qua1Ity o·f daca. ut also on Its
..
speedy processing and dissemi- process field. mformat,toni ~taff
nation through wide-readting data processmg and dtssemmachannels. TIle way the data is don units adequately: etc.
presented is crucial.

Considerable resources arc
needed to collca. process. and
disseminate relevant informa.
non regularly and accurately.

Strategy/activities

Different users (farmers, trad~ Assess dIe information needs of
ers, processors. projects. gOY· target clients before developing
emment institutions, etc.) have me service.
dHferent information needs.
For example. while buyers
need to know selling prices in
different markets. farmers need
information on buying prices in
these same markets.

a relatively restricted number munication is critical to good
of neighboring groups (say functioning farmer fora.
between 5 and 10).

Farmer fora should represent Regular

turing primary groups have marketing and processing; lead
achieved a reasonable scage of to improved access to services;
development.
and increase the lobbying
(Most of the above principles capacity of group. mcmb 7cs.
However, the capacity requtreare also relevant to the developfl"
.
ments o· t lese orgamzatlons
mem offarmcr fora and hlgher- widely exceed dIOse of member
tier organizations).
groups and should not be
underestimated.

Farmer fora should be pro- Farmer fora can potentially
moted but only when consti- enhance economies of scale in

Good practice guidelines

Provision of market informa~ The type and frcquencyof martion services
keting information collected
and disseminated depends on
the target client.

Appendix 6 (contd)
Intervention area

Hard choices wal need to be
made regarding the range and
frequency of dara collected
according to resource avail·
ability.

Qualifying remarks

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contdl
Local radio can be an efficient
vehicle for targeting a large
number of farmers. especially
when local languages are used.
Extension agents can be particularly effective but are an
expensive option and outreach

Cwrem data (e.g. prices) are For example, spot price data can
critical to information users but help producers decide where to
so is historical information.
sell and negotiate with buyers.
Seasonal price data can help
farmers decide whether to store
and sell later, and whether

but potentially very efficient
and effective way of disseminat·
ing information to trnders and
processors. Likewise, through eomail, information can be passed
on to selected users (traders,
processors, institutions) cheaply
and quickly.

potential may be relatively limited. Written media may be less
effective since many farmers are
illiterate and newspaper circulation in many rural areas is poor.
Written media can be more
effective in the case of traders
and processors. Mobile text
messaging is a non·traditional,

Rationale

Good practice guidelines

While the rype of dissemination channels should depend
on the target clientele, the use
of multiple channels increases
outreach

Strategy/activities

Analyze time series data to
produce easy to understand
information on seasonal and
historical price trends.

Develop various and complementary information products.
Develop partnerships with
organizations working with
farmers to disseminate marketiog information.

Good data analysts are required.
Organizations which do not
have the required skills can hire
specialist consu1tants.

Qualif}1ing remarkS

2!l

AppendlK 6 (contdl
Intervention area
to plant early or larc.mamring
varieties. Historical price data
can help dIem decide the mix
of crops grown based on price
trends.

Rationale

Strategy/activities

projections.

neighbouring countries. and
available international price

cion include weather forecasts,
official produc,tion projectio~s.
expected defiCIt and surplus In

informed planting decisions. It analysis. Sources of informa-

can also help government and
non-governmental organizadons anticipate potential food
insecurity crises.

Quali3 remarks

For example. infonned plant- Provide a wide range of marketing and marketing decisions ing infonnaclon,
by farmers require information
other than crop prices. This
includes information on input
prices; type and location of
input suppliers; market requirements with

WhUe crop price data are critically imPOrtant. other relevant
information also deserve attention.

TIle wider the range ofinformaclon collected and delivered the
higher the COSt of the service.
If resources are limited. it is
preferable to concentrate on a
narrower range of information
and ensure that it is collected
regularly and reliably,

marketing infonnauon [0 trad- services to farmers as well as follow this option since tltey
ers and processors can benefit crop buyers.
normally prefer to service
~rodu~rs and c:onsume,rs by
farmers,
lficreaslng spaual arbitrage
(moving produce from low-price
to high price areas) and temporal
arbitrage (storing during lowprice periods and seIling during
high-price periods).

sors as recipients of marketing
infonnation can benefit farmers
indircccly and should dlereforc
be considered as an option.

Targeting traders and proces- Improving the availability of Provide marketing information NGOs may be reluctant to

be provided.

An indication of fUlure price Information on future price Provide indications of future
tTcnds for spedfic crops should trends can assist farmers to make price trends based on informed

Good practi~ guidCITnes

00
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Intcrvenuon area

Appendix 6 (contll>
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Market informarion scrvitl These organizations arc knowlptovlders are w.ll positioned to .dgeable about production
playa role in market intelligence systems, domcstit; and cxtunal
service deUvery and should ven- mOlkers, developme.. olJ!alliza.
ture into this area.
OODS, and Dl3rket

rae ce

Provide relevant information to
and develop partnership. with
c:ommc:rcial operators, NGOs,
and goverJime.. agencies.
These actors taD play

Rano c
nat acuvities
respeer to quality and other
produce anribut,,; type and
location of bu)'m; marketing
arrangements; road conditiOIlSj
and awilability and CDSt of
transport.
Develop partnership. with Farm.rs often la.k the capacity Develop partnerships wIth re1organizations working wIth to understand marketing infer- evant organi2ations and agen&nne" and educational pro- malion. Even when thO)'under- ci" to help wmer. undersrand
gtanIS to enhance outreach and srand It, they ofren have limited mark.ling information and
impact.
~pa'itytouseth.isinfoJmation to address some of the canw ~ge p~u.tion and mar- strabll' thO)' &ce in using the
kellDg Strategies. Reasons for .
.
•
--" bili'ty 0f IDformanon.
Thin partne.. so
th15 Ind udc un.aV;wa
th th
I
<r•••
f.unnr labour, poor a..... to al 0)' tan p or ":' .u.. II~'
finance and inpurs, inability to rol•. Develop educanonal radio
cop. with risk, limi..d bargain- plOgram.
ing power, and small surplus
for ,aI••
Develop special eIFons to Mark.tinggroupstangeneraJly 'Thiin and us. dev.lopment
target marketing groups so as make b....r us. of malk.ting organizations working with
to improve impacl.
infolmation than Individual wmer groups. 'Thiin wm.r
farmers ~ a result of ~cucr groups to assess the advant.1gcs
acc~ to mpuu, economIeS of and disadvantages of different
,Q}c m transport, greater scope producuon cum marketing
to negotiate with. buyers, ek. options.

00

di..
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Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contd)

,

Organizations managing
market informacion systems
should develop cost-recovery
measures carlyon during dIe
intervention.
Cost-recovery reduces the
financial burden on governmoot and external donor agencies and increases the likelihood
that they will continue funding
the system. Indeed. own reveoue generation is an indicator of existing demand for thc
service.

Look for sponsors; negotiate
publication of marketing information in newspapers free of
charge; charge commercial and
institutional clients for information provided through eomail and other targeted media;
negotiatc with mobile pbone
operators revenue sharing formulas for information delivered
duough text messaging; charge
for advenisements in radio slots
and programs where marketing
information is made available;
negotiate reduced fees for radio
slors: etc.

Provide relevant information
t:o and develop partnerships
with commercial operators.
NGOs, and government agencies. These actors can playa
role in linking different players
in product chains.

organizations are knowl·
edgeable about production
systems. domestic and external
markets, development organizadons, and market players. They
should use this knowledge to
alert others about market
opportunities and market linkage possibilities.

Market information service
providers are well positioned
to playa role in market intel·
Iigence service delivery and
should venture into this area.
TIle5C

Rationale
Strategy/activities
Qualifying remarks
players. They should use this a role in linking different play.
knowledge to: alert others en; in product chains.
about market opportunities and
market linkage possibilities.

Good practice guideUnes

Intervention area

Appendix 6 (contd)
developing

Strategy/activities

market Full cost-recovery is unlikely Plan future costs and revenues

Rationale

channels such as radio. Charging smallholder farmers for this
information is neither realistic
nor desirable.

when disseminated through

Marketing information is a
pure public good, especially

pendent and well-resourced is very poor.
technical team, eveD when
the service is hosted within
a government department or
minisuy.

Market information systems Past experience of governmentshould be managed by an inde- run market informauon systems

and/or donor funding.

running without government to acute resource constraints.

the assumption that after some based on this premise will nal funding accordingly.
time (say five or ten years) the eventually lead to deterioratservice will be able to continue ing quality (and impacI) due

information systems based on and developing the system leruisticallyand negotiate extet-

Avoid

Good practice guidelines

Funding agencies usually have
unrealistic expectations regard·
ing the possibility for cost·
recovery. This has of[en led to
the under-re5ourcing of market
information systems.

Qualifying remarks

Using warehouse receipt systems22
Warehouse receipts (WR)
Documents issued by warehouse operatoIS as evidence that specified commodities of stated
quantity and quality, have been deposited at particular locations by named depositoIS are
warehouse receipts.
The depositor may be a producer, wmer group, trader, exporter, processor, or indeed
any individual or corporate body. The watebouse receipts may be transferable or nontransferable. WRs can be transferred to a new holder (a lender or a trade counterparty)
by 'delivery and endoISement', or simply by delivety (as bearer documents). This entitles
the holder to rake delivery of the commodity upon presentation of the document at the
warehouse. Negotiability is a special case of transferability; WRs are described as 'negotiable' when a bona fide holder gets a perfected (i.e., legally unchallengeable) title to the
underlying commodity.
The warehouse operator holds the stored commodity in safe custody implying he is
legally liable to make good any value lost through theft or damage by fire and other catastrophes but has no legal or beneficial interest in it. The integrity of the system rests on the
reputation of the warehouse operator, the local legal framework, and its enforcement by
the courts, and on the effectiveness of any regulatory authority esrablished to ensure that
warehouses comply with the law.
There have been attempts by NGOs to esrablish inventory credit systems for small
wmer groups (e.g., TechnoServe in Ghana). Although there were major immediate benefits
to participating furmeIS, the approach has not proven economically sustainable because of
the small volumes of grain involved-never much more than 1000 tonnes of maize in a
year and usually much less (Kwadjo 2000). The cost of the supervisory inputs by the NGO
is often out of proportion to the benefits involved. This and other experiences suggest
that, to be sustainable, warehousing schemes must appeal to a wider clientele than simply
srnallholder furmelS, thereby building up volumes, reducing unit costs, and improving
overall system efficiency.
In the light of this, warehouse receipt systems appear to be more appropriate for larger,
well-esrablished groups of commercially orientated funnelS with a proven track record. At
the same time, warehouse receipt systems are often also targeted at tradeIS who are dealing

,. u,gely taken from J. Coul"" and G. Onumah (ZOOI) Enhancing RnrnI Livelilwod; duough Improved Agriculrued
Connnodi<y Mukoring in Am= Role ofWarebouse R=lp, Sl"'='- Paper p=ted at the 74· EAAE Seminar
on Livelilwod; and RnrnI Pov"">,, Technology, Policy and Institutions; .. Imperial College at Wye, UK, Sep«mber
IZ·, ZOOI. Kwadjo G.T·M. (2000) "lnveouory aecIit:. 6nanciaI product in Ghana", Paper p=red .. conli== on
"Advaoeing micro-finana, in rwaI W", Africa", Bamako, 22-Z5 FeJ,nwy 2000.
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AboutliTA
The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (1ITAl was founded in
1967 as an international agricultural research institute with a mandate
for improving food production in the humid tropics and to develop
sustainable produdion systems. It became the first African link in
the worldwide network of agricultural research centers known as the
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIARl,
formed in 1971.
IITA's mission is to enhance the food security, income, and
well-being of resource-poor people primarily in the humid and
subhumid zones of sub-Saharan Africa, by conducting research and
related adivities to increase agricultural production, ·improve food
systems, and sustainably manage natural resources, in partnership
with national and international stakeholders.To this end, IITA
conducts research, germ plasm conservation, training, and information
exchange activities in partnership with regional bodies and national
programs including universities, NGOs, and the private sector. The
i"esearch agenda addresses crop improvement, plant health, and
resource and crop management within a food systems framework
and is targeted at the identified needs of three major agroecological
zones: the savannas, the humid forests, and the midaltitudes. Research
focuses on smallholder cropping and postharvest systems and on the
following food crops: cassava, cowpea, maize, plantain and banana,
soybean, and yam.

